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A LETTER FROM THE 
EDITOR- IN -CHIEF

ummer is here and RUNWAY  
is swimming. I set my team 

free to find the hottest swimwear from 
around the world for your viewing 
pleasure. We are in the middle of 
remodeling the book so I am sure 
you will notice the new design. On the 
next issues we will be thickening the 
book and the price will be going up 
to $27.99 for print. I apologize for the 
cost increase, but the good news is 
digital is staying the same price and 
as always RUNWAY TV is free.
    I want to thank Viktorija Pashuta 
and Mandi Pimental for taking  
the lead on this issue while  

S I actually get a chance to 
work as CEO and broaden 
the reach of RUNWAY. 
   I want to introduce  you all 
to our new graphic designer 
Roberta Hall - a designer  
bringing new concepts & 
layouts to the book.
    Once again thank you all for 
reading RUNWAY,  thank you 
for supporting the TV network 
and remember to tune in free 
at www.runwaytv.com.  

See you by the pool! Chao, 
Thank you to all our fans  

V incent Midnight 
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hile spray tan sessions and self-tanning lotions have provided an alternative 
to tanning beds and cooking yourself under the sun, some studies 

believe DHA, the main chemical in these products, can also cause cancer and 
alter your genes. Pretty scary stuff!  Have no fear, there are still some safe, natural 
ways to get some color. Try these tips to help keep your skin glowing and healthy  
all year round!

We all wish we could have that sun-kissed skin year-round. While 
tanning salons offer a solution for the pale and pasty, we now know 
all of the dangers of ultraviolet rays. Even too much natural sun can 
cause skin cancer and premature aging. Luckily, there are some easy 
solutions for the health, beauty and eco-conscious who are seeking a 
glow with a natural looking tint.

H O W  T O  E N H A N C E     YOUR SUMMER GLOW

by rachel zeskind

W

EAT COLORFUL FOODS
No, seriously!  Many fruits and vegetables 
contain  carotene  and  beta-carotene, 
potent antioxidants that actually add 
color to your skin. Try adding more 
carrots, tomatoes, sweet potatoes, and 
cantaloupe as well as dark, leafy greens 
to your diet. Not only will your skin darken 
gradually, but it and your body will thank 
you for the extra nutrients.

PROTECT YOURSELF!
Just twenty minutes of sun each day is 
perfect. You’ll get your Vitamin D in and 
will get rid of any sallow coloring leftover 
from the dreary winter months. With 
that said, too much sun, as we all know 
is dangerous. It is important to apply 
sunblock – not sun tanner or oil – before 
leaving the house every day. Cosmetics 
companies are making it easier by 
creating foundation and other products 
with SPF already in it. If you’re forgetful, 
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it ’s best you buy a daily moisturizer or 
foundation product you know you will 
incorporate into your already in place 
make-up routine.

READ INGREDIENTS 

Invest in a self-tanner, bronzer and 
sunblock that are free of DHA, parabens 
and any other harsh chemicals. It’s much 
easier to find products containing DHA, 
even many eco-friendly brands. If you 
do some research, though, you can find 
what you’re looking for. Try Hi-shi’s one 
day tan for a quick color fix or Melvita 
Prosun Gradual Self-Tanning Moisturizing 
Gel-Cream for an extended solution. 

CHECK YOUR KITCHEN
If you do a simple search for skin 
treatments on Pinterest, you’ll get a slew of 
home remedies you can try. To moisturize 
your face, hair and body, try coconut oil.  
Not only does it make everything silky, 
smooth, and glowing, it has a tropical 

smell that’s perfect for summer. Just be 
careful not to sit in the sun after applying 

–you might fry up a bit! It is an oil, after 
all. For an all-natural bronzer, save the 
grinds from your morning coffee. Bonus, 
you can use it to exfoliate as well!  Even 
better for you tea lovers out there, you 
can make your own self-tanner using tea 
bags that can last up to four days! I’ve  
included the recipe for your reference.  
    Remember, your skin is the biggest 
organ in your body. It’s super important 
to take care of it from the inside out.  
Abusing it with harsh chemicals and 
greasy foods is a surefire way to dull 
your glow.  We all want perfectly tanned 
skin, but at what cost? Scarring, wrinkling, 
sun spots, and dry, leathery skin are 
just some of the effects from sun and 
UV ray damage. Hydrated, healthy skin – 
even if it is paler – will always be glowing  
more than the overexposed, artificially 
induced version.

 

BONUS TIP: 
If you want an extra 
boost of color, mix 
some cocoa powder 
into your body lotion.

Depending on your 
skin type, the tan 
should last 3-4 days. 

 
DIY SELF-TANNER RECIPE

Cups Boiling Water 
Bags of Black Tea 
Sponge or spray bottle 
Tablespoon of Vanilla Extract 

PREP YOUR SKIN FIRST:

Wash, shave and exfoliate before applying. 
Do not moisturize after showering so you 
don’t clog your pores.

PREPARE THE SELF-TANNER: 

Once you have your water boiled, add the 
vanilla extract and place the tea bags into 
the pot and let it stand for 10-15 minutes. 
The longer you allow the tea to steep, the 
darker its color will be, hence, the darker 
you can potentially be! Grab an old towel 
to use underneath where you’re standing 
so you don’t stain your floor. 

TO APPLY: 
If you use the sponge versus the spray 
bottle, soak it in the tea after it has cooled 
off and wipe over your body.  For the 
spray bottle method, fill the bottle with 
the tea mixture and spray over your body 
before rubbing into your skin with your 
hands thoroughly.  If you want more color, 
repeat the process.  Make sure you’re 
completely dry before getting dressed, 
so you don’t stain your clothes!

2 
8 
1 
1
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model || xenia tchoumitcheva 
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he glow of youth is something that women try to hold onto for as long 
as possible, and who can blame us? Tight, smooth, blemish free skin, 

boundless energy and balanced hormones are just a few of the traits that seem 
to slowly slip away each time we blow another birthday candle. Many companies 
have tried to bottle it, making promises that we can erase our wrinkles, our dark 
spots, or even time. Serums, creams, and injections are just some of the ‘illusion 
of youth's’ synthetic forms and while some of these do erase a fraction of the 
harsh effects of aging, we need to look deeper and nourish our bodies from the 
inside out to not only help reverse damage, but to help prevent further damage. 

Studying personal nutrition has given me so much insight about the way that 
our cells age and how by taking care of ourselves with rest, relaxation and a diet 
that supplies us the correct minerals and vitamins, we can slow the physical 
effects of aging. We discussed with the professionals at WebMD the top foods to 
incorporate into your weekly menus to deliver the best results.

A guide to the best anti-aging foods.

TURN BACK THE CLOCK 
by mandi pimental

T

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH
Water tops the list in being the most 
vital item to intake to keep your body 
functioning the way it should and to 
keep your skin supple and glowing. 
The Center for Disease Control and 
Prevention reported that an astounding 
43% of adults are drinking less than 
four cups of water a day. By upping 
your water intake to equaling half your 
body weight in ounces, you are giving 
yourself a wonderful foundation to 
better rest, better skin and better body 
function overall. 

WELCOME TO  
THE JUNGLE

THE  
ANTI-OXIDANT 
SUPERSTARS
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WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
Dark, leafy greens are king 
when it comes to packing 
essential nutrients needed 
to thrive. As a prime source 
of lutein and zeaxanthin, 
dark greens are also rich in 
Vitamin K, helping to prevent 
fractures and decreasing 
bone loss. If you have a hard 
time eating bowls of dark 
greens, try mixing them into 
your morning fruit smoothie 
or egg white omelet to start 
your day off strong. 

 
 

THE ANTI-OXIDANT SUPERSTARS
Berries, berries and more 
berries. Dark berries such 
as blueberries, blackberries 
and currants are high in anti-
oxidants that help combat 
free radicals and decrease 
inflammation. They are also 
beneficial for promoting a 
smooth complexion with their 
natural inclusion of Vitamin C. 
Top probiotic rich yogurts 
with fresh berries or freeze a 
few for a cool summer treat. 

 
 

LEAN, MEAN ANTIAGING MACHINE
Protein is a key component 
in all stages of life, but it is 
vital once a man or a woman 
hits their forties. After age 
forty, muscle mass begins to 
decline at a rate of up to 1% 
every year. Thereby slowing 
down the body’s metabolism 
and making it easier to store 
fat and increase risk of 
disease. Aim for lean sources 
of protein and include rich 
sources of Omega 3's, such 
as oily fish, eggs, poultry and 
beans and limit red meat to 
an occasional treat. 

LOW-GLYCEMIC WHOLE GRAINS
Though one should aim 
to pack their plate with 
vegetables, fruits and lean 
proteins, whole grains offer 
protection against diseases 
such as colon cancer, 
diabetes and heart disease. 
Steer clear of refined grains, 
which can actually increase 
inflammation, and opt for 
gluten-free oats, wild rice 
and organic flours. Serve 
your grains with lean protein 
and vegetables for a well-
rounded meal, and try to 
intake fruit separately as a 
snack for easier digestion. 

Taking care of our bodies is a simple 
task that has been made complex 
by today’s society of alluring 
photographs, commercials and 
sugar-laden confections. Aiming to 
consume the recommended five 
servings of vegetables a day, along 
with plenty of water, is the perfect 
first step to take on a new road to 
health, recovery and beauty. One 
that is rooted from the inside out.

LEAN, MEAN  
ANTIAGING 
MACHINE
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Let's face it no matter what our bodies look like, no matter the 
shape or the size, when beach season hits and it's time to sport 
bikinis we all want to do some fine tuning to our physiques. So 
how can we look fit and fabulous this summer? In only a few short 
months you can transform your entire body! It takes commitment 
and consistency to both a fitness and nutrition program. But there 
are so many out there, which should you trust? I am here to help!

 GET THE LOOK  
 LEAN & SEXY B IK IN I  BODY

by rachel zeskind

I am not only a wellness coach 
and sports nutritionist, but I also 

competed on a national level as a fitness 
competitor for many years. To prep for 
competitions I would only have a couple 
of months to transform my body to be 
lean, defined and bikini-ready for stage. 
I am sharing my own personal workout 
program for toning and shaping with you. 
It's an easy and effective pro-gram for 
firming and sculpting while working out 
anywhere, anytime! But remember it ’s 
a pro-gram not just a workout so make 
sure to follow all the steps to the best 
of your ability. Simply do your best each 
day, doing 50% of it is better than doing 
zero percent of it, so just do your best 
and be consistent and you will begin to 
see results.

THE DRILL
This full body workout will tone you up 
and get you ready to look amazing in that 
new swim suit you have been eyeing! Do 
this workout 3-4 times per week, paired 
with healthy balanced eating (see my 
Balanced Plate Nutrition Plan below) and 
30-45 minutes of cardio four days per 
week for the best (and fastest) results.

If you are exercising in front of a mirror, 
remember that shiny thing we call a 
mirror is not a self-torture device. It is 
simply a measuring stick for progress 
and a tool to use during workouts to 
ensure you are moving in balance and 
in proper alignment. Use it with caution 
and only if it serves you.

TO DROP THE POUNDS
If losing weight is your bigger focus 
then getting a ripped look you can do 
this work out as a cir-cuit, what that 
means is do each exercise for one set 
(15 reps) then move on to the next exer-
cise for one set. Move your way through 
the workout until you have done each 
exercise once and then repeat the entire 
circuit again twice (3 circuits in total). 

TO GET A SCULPTED LOOK
Do one set (8-12 reps) of each exercise, 
rest for 30 seconds and then do another 
set of the same exercise. Repeat until 
you have done three sets and then move 
to the next exercise. Re-peat with each 
exercise until the workout is complete.

THE WORKOUT
Perform 15 reps (or 8-12 reps for more 
muscle) of each exercise in the order 
listed below. Then repeat the entire list 
(or circuit) again twice (for a total of 3 full 
circuits).

TOOLS YOU 
WILL NEED

A CHAIR 

YOGA MAT

POSITIVE ATTITUDE
(not a self-defeating 
and judgmental one, 

check that at the door!)

DUMBBELLS: 
FOR UPPER BODY 3 or 
5 pound dumbbells. 

FOR LOWER BODY 8 or 
10 pound dumbbells.
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Nutrition accounts for 75-80% of how 
your body looks. So to get yourself ready 
for beach sea-son I recommend eating 
more protein, less grain carbs, more 
veggie based carbs and low gly-cemic 
carbs like sweet potato. A quick easy 

nutrition plan to follow is my Balanced 
Plate Nutri-tion Plan which is: Each meal 
consisting of 1/2 of your plate covered in 
green veggies, 1/4 of your plate covered 
in lean protein and 1/8 covered in low 
glycemic carbs, add 1 tablespoon or 1 oz 

of a healthy fat like olive oil or avocado 
and bam…a healthy balanced meal! 
Avoid refined sugar, dairy, gluten and 
processed foods. Eat foods with under 
six ingredients in them and re-member, 
the cleaner the better!

BALANCED PLATE NUTRITION PLAN

TIPS & TRICKS 
Drink a lot of 

water for glowing 
skin this summer. 
Drinking enough 

water helps 
reduce cellulite. 
Another trick of 
the trade for pro 
fitness people is 
a tan! It makes 
everyone look 

leaner and his or 
her muscles more 
defined. Instead of 
torturing your skin, 

there are some 
amazing organic 
self-tanners out 

there to help you 
achieve a sun 

kissed look with-
out the damaging 
effects of the sun. 
You can easily find 

these at health 
food markets or 

high-end salons. 

LEGS & BOOTY

DUMBBELL SWING SQUATS SINGLE LEG LUNGE SQUATS STRAIGHT LEG DEAD LIFTS DONKEY KICKS

CORE

STANDING TWISTS 3-LEGGED DOG CRUNCHES        PLANK TWISTS LAYING TWIST CRUNCH

UPPERBODY 

BENT ROWS PLANK TO SIDE-PLANK PUSH UP COMBO MODIFIED PUSH-UPS

FRONT LATERAL RAISES SIDE LATERAL RAISES REAR DELT FLIES UPRIGHT ROWS

LEG FLOW:                   FLOW FROM WARRIOR 1-2                      INTO HUMBLE WARRIOR                THEN CRESENT               ENDING WITH CHAIR

HONOR YOUR BODY

Bodies come in all 
shapes and sizes. 
For your hot beach 

body don’t try to 
make your body 
be like someone 

else’s. Just be the 
very best version 
of yourself and 

rock THAT!

photographer  
by colby files 
 
mua   
by karla bowers 
 
hair 
by denise sanders
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photographer || norbert baksa                stylist || kissmark                mua || karolina arpa  
hair stylist || koczka              model || anna n. (visage model agency)

SHADES 
OF COOL
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sunglasses || miu miu / plastic shop  
srimsuit || maison marquise by toth bori  
belt || maison marquise by toth bori  
gloves || black dreams 
clutch || primadonna 
shoes || giuseppe zanotti / icons by bizanc  
necklace || h&m   
bracelets || primadonna
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top || primadonna 
sunglasses || givenchy / plastic shop 

necklace || h&m 
earrings || primadonna 

bikini bottom || women'secret  
latex stockings || black dreams  

shoes || sputnyik shop  
clutch || primadonna 
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top || alexander wang 
hat || claire's  

bikini bottom || h&m 
stockings || claire's  

socks || sputnyik shop  
suspenders || black dreams  

shoes || primadonna  
bag || furla /candybag  

bracelet || primadonna  
earrings || claire's

2
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hat || h&m  
bikini top || women'secret 

neclace || latomas  
earrings || claire's  

bracelets || furla  
clutch || primadonna  

trouser || mblm / emblem
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hat || h&m  
bikini top || women'secret 

neclace || latomas  
earrings || claire's  

bracelets || furla  
clutch || primadonna  

trouser || mblm / emblem
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swim cap || can can  
body || h&m  
leather bra || szputnyik shop  
belt || maison marquise by toth bori  
stockings || szputnyik shop  
shoes || giuseppe zanotti / icons by bizanc  
bag || furla / candybag 
bracelets || mango

2
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lingerie || women'secret 
bracelets || h&m  

suspenders || claire's 
wig || sleek
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sunglasses || marc jacobs / plastic shop 
swimsuit || maison marquise by toth bori 
blazer || mblm / emblem  
stockings || nike  
clutch || primadonna  
earrings || claire's  
necklace || claire's   
sneakers || marc jacobs / heaven store
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jac jagaciak kate grigoreiva martha hunt

lais ribeirojasmine tookeselsa hosk

JAC JAGACIAK
This professional Polish model is another 
angel with a history of athletics. Jagaciak 
herself began running at the ripe old age 
of four while her athletic family includes  
a mom who is a physical education 
teacher, a sister that is a professional 
long jumper and father that is a 
jumping and sprinting coach. Jagaciak’s 
athletic background combined with her 
experience modeling for the likes of 
Michael Kors and Ralph Lauren under 
her belt, ensures she will shine on the 
runways of VS. 

Ten new (Victoria’s Secret) angels just received their wings.

 THE NEW FACES  
(&BODS) OF
 VICTORIA’S SECRET 

by rachel zeskind

he latest hot bods to join the lineup will have tough stilettos to fill since 
supermodels like Heidi Klum, Gisele Bundchen and Tyra Banks have all 

been the “It-Angels” to don the signature sexy lingerie.

Just like the Angels before them, these girls are hot, hot, hot, belonging to 
a group that includes a professional athlete, a jet-setter and a college 
graduate! Want to know more about the new faces (and bods) of  
Victoria’s Secret? Read on…

T
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taylor hillsara sampaiostella maxwellromee strijd

The latest Angels seem to have it all...fashion, fitness, fun and more! Do you think that you have what it takes to be 
a VS Angel? According to Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show Casting, it takes quite a bit! Not only are they looking for 
someone tall and uber-fit, they are looking for unique personalities and energies. Along with their angelic beauty, 

confidence, sexiness, fearlessness and more are traits that all these Angels exude.

JASMINE TOOKES
This West-Coast native (from California 
to be exact) has a homegrown hot 
bod and has already worked with big 
names in the biz such as Tom Ford 
and Dolce & Gabbana. As icing on the 
cake for this American-born beauty, her 
and her boyfriend, Tobias Sorenson, 
were recently named the new faces of  
Calvin Klein.

ELSA HOSK
Elsa Hosk is a blonde bombshell that went 
from playing professional basketball in 
her native country of Sweden to strutting 
the runways of VS in 2011. In addition to 
having some runway work on her resume, 
Hosk has worked as the spokesmodel for 
the Victoria Secret’s PINK line.

KATE GRIGOREIVA
Russian-born beauty Kate Grigoreiva can 
now add Victoria’s Secret Angel to her 
list of accomplishments. Also on the list 
are ballroom dancing and a bachelor’s 
degree in marketing! An Angel that is not 
only smart but accomplished? We love it!

LAIS RIBEIRO
Adriana Lima, move over, there is a new 
Brazilian-beauty on the runway! Lais 
Ribeiro, born in Brazil, is a salsa-dancing 
fanatic and has shown her moves not 
only on the dance floor but also on the 
runways of Oscar de la Renta and Jean 
Paul Gaultier before joining the ranks of 
Victoria’s Secret.

STELLA MAXWELL
This Angel from across the pond has 
lived everywhere from Belgium to New 
Zealand and we hear she loves being a 
jet-setter. Maxwell is known for her perfect 
pout (it even gives Angelina Jolie a run for 
her money) that has been seen on the  
Victoria’s Secret runway.

MARTHA HUNT
Martha Hunt, an American-born model 
was discovered via a North Carolina 
modeling competition, near where 
she grew up. Hunt then went on to 
walk the runways of Chanel, Prada and 
even Dolce & Gabbana before joining  
Victoria’s Secret.

ROMEE STRIJD
 

Dutch-born Strijd is a not only a workout 
junkie but has been known to try out all 
the latest and greatest workout trends 
including kickboxing, pilates and SLT. 
Strijd recently joined Victoria’s Secret 
in 2014 after strutting her stuff on the 
runways of Louis Vuitton and Chanel. 

SARA SAMPAIO
Sara Sampaio is a very talented 
Angel indeed. Sampaio is a violin 
player, an avid surfer and word on the 
runways is that she can kick some 
serious bootie in karate (she has a 
brown belt). We can’t wait to see what  
she can do as one of the newest  
Angels too! 

TAYLOR HILL
Hill was discovered at age 14 in the 
oddest of places...a barn! This Colorado-
native loves the outdoors (she is an avid 
snowboarder) and has modeled for H&M, 
Alexander Wang, Chanel and Fendi and 
now joins the other nine new faces of 
Victoria’s Secret.
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To capture that ethereal, effortless look 
of relaxing by the ocean for days on end, 
try finding a crop top in softer fabrics 
like cotton or silk in pastels, cream or 
white. Pair that with a long, flowing skirt 
either in a delicate floral pattern or a solid, 
complimentary color. Beach sandals, 
a light cardigan and some bangle 
bracelets finish the look with styled 
natural, wavy hair and a neutral makeup 
palette. Try a bright pink lip for a touch of 
color that pops your pout and dab white 
eyeshadow in the inside corner of your 
eyelids to brighten your face. 

If you’re looking for something a little 
bit more fierce, try a bold cut crop top 
in leather or mesh. Black, steel gray 
or dark colors and metallics in general, 
express power, strength and big attitude. 
Go for tops that are cut it in hard lines or 
triangular shapes to look edgy. Rock this 

here’s nothing sexier right 
now than baring a little bit 

of glowing, sun-kissed skin thanks 
to stars like Jennifer Lopez and 
Beyoncé. After taking months 
to prep for that perfect summer 
body, why not show off that toned 
midriff with a crop top? Skin is in! 
Depending on what you pair with 
it, you can either be subtly soft 
with your sex appeal or knock their 
socks off with a fiercely flirty style. 
Seduction not part of your game 
plan? No problem! There’s endless 
ways to make this look work for 
you so regardless if you want to 
stay true to pure punk or be a 
vision of modern fashion fresh off 
the runway, the crop top can make 
it happen. 

Summer is the season for bikinis, sunscreen, coconut-scented every-
thing and of course, crop tops. Hearing the words ‘crop top’ might 
make you think back to Kelly Kapowski on the beloved 90s sitcom 
‘Saved By the Bell’ posing in all her flawless glory in a pair of sus-
penders or with a blazer over top, and immediately wonder, “How 
could I ever pull that off?” Fear not, crop tops are highly versatile 
and more adaptable to everyday wear than you might think. Whether 
you are headed for a breezy day at the beach or out to a romantic 
evening for a stroll under moonlit palm trees, we have all the tricks 
of the trade to make sure you rock one of this summer’s hottest trends.  

CROP  
IT  
LOW 

by melissa farley

T

style with a pair of tight black pants or 
wear a short leather mini skirt with sleek, 
pulled back straight hair in a clean pony 
tail, a smoky eye and some killer stilettos. 
The Kardashian sisters are notorious for 
hitting the town wearing this style, so let 
those curves work their magic.

Maybe you’re a little younger and want 
to give off that vibe of youth – a carefree 
spirit and innocence. Choose a crop 
top with bright vibrant patterns such 
as stripes, geometric shapes, tropical 
flowers or tribal. Throw on a pair of cutoff 
blue jean shorts and some Converse or 
comfortable tennis shoes.

For all those rock and roll, ride or die, 
‘I don’t wear pink’ girls, crop tops with 
big, loud statements like ‘LIAR’ or ‘PARTY’ 
printed across the front can be paired 
with everything from leather pants or 
shorts to studded, colored jeans for a 
sassy expression. Toss in your faithful 
leather jacket, some hoop earrings and 
cat eye liner with a plum stained lip and 
walk out the door confident that you’ll 
simultaneously attract and intimidate any 
one that crosses your path.

Definitely don’t be afraid to make it your 
own! Try a tighter crop top with a pair of 
overalls or go for a modern Annie Hall/
hippie fusion look with a long skirt, low 
boots, a sweater and sun hat. Crop tops 
also make great bathing suit covers 
lounging at the pool or by the beach for 
the day. The only accessory you’ll need is 
a toned booty and some sunscreen with 
a pair of aviator sunglasses.

No matter how you wear it, by style and 
design, the crop top is effortlessly flirty, 
so have fun with it and don’t overthink it. 
A smile and comfort in your own skin is 
by far the most sexy thing any woman 
can wear, a crop top just enhances what 
you’ve already got to offer this summer. 
A killer combo.

DEPENDING ON WHAT 
YOU PAIR WITH IT,  
YOU CAN EITHER BE 
SUBTLY SOFT WITH 
YOUR SEX APPEAL OR 
KNOCK THEIR SOCKS 
OFF WITH A FIERCELY 
FLIRTY STYLE. 
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photographer || mark oberlin 
stylist || dion “bleu” drake 

makeup || diana campos for temptu 
hair || angel v. prado using flow haircare 

model || daria pershina, la models
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top and skirt || amato couture 
shoes || emmett 

earrings || simply cebuana 
bracelet || marianna harutunian
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top || adolfo sanchez designs 
skirt || adolfo sanchez designs 
earrings || simply cebuana 
bracelet || cutting edge beauty
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dress || jloren 
ring || amabel designst 
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dress || amato couture 
earrings || cutting edge beauty 
shoes || emmett
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dress || nuvula 
earrings || marianna harutunian 
shoes || emmett
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.com
photographer || v iktorija pashuta   

stylist || sarah kinsumba 
hair stylist || kristin heitkotter 

mua || patrick defontbrune 
nail tech || pilar lafargue for cnd Vinylux 

photographer’s ass. || david ramirez                                                                                                                       
talent || tamara taylor 

 
jumpsuit || stello 

shoes || calvin klein at off broadway shoes 
bracelets || aoko su jewelry
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eautiful patterns of flowers mixed together eas-
ily are what made up Clover Canyon’s swimsuit 
collection in Miami. A touch of retro cuts mixed 

with Bohemian styles, along with pretty colors, give these 
swimsuits an effortless feel, as well as fuller coverage, for 
a more modest look on the beach.  Worn with comfort-
able slip-on flowered sandals, the casual looks Clover 
Canyon created were complete.

B

CLOVER CANYON
by sandy lo
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olors, shapes and patterns, along with mismatch-
ing tops and bottoms is what made up Mara Hoff-

man’s 2015 Miami Swimsuit fashion show.  To break up the 
bold prints of each suit, Hoffman featured cutout designs, 
which offered a flirtatious flash of skin across hips and 
torsos. Models walked the runway wearing casual, arti-
san-style necklaces and bracelets. Somehow all of the 
bright colors and loud patterns made the models look 
put together, casual and without a care in the world.

C

MARA HOFFMAN
by sandy loby sandy lo
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esigner Monica Wise took the idea of casual 
resort wear and merged it with island-inspired 

swimwear for Miami Swim’s L Space presentation. 
Adorned in the trendy metallic temporary tattoos that 
are so hot this season, models wore a wide range 
of styles in a palette of coral, muted eggplant and  
maize. One-pieces were refreshingly traditional,  
offering modest coverage without lacking style, while 
bikinis presented tribal prints and rode low on the hips 
for a sexier choice.  

D

L SPACE BY MONICA WISE
by mandi pimental
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by mandi pimental

he Sydney-based Suboo wowed us with the ulti-
mate in sporty meets chic swimwear style for 

summer 2015. Suboo runway models donned swimwear 
styles that included a variety of looks like wet-look fabrics, 
sexy cropped rash guards, zipper detailing, high-waisted 
bottoms, full coverage tops, solids and prints that were  
all inspired by modern dance, according to Suboo 
designer Sue Di Chio. We saw repeats of tropical flower 
and camouflage-esque prints as well as repeated styles 
but in varying patterns. The entire show had a luxe  
sports feel.

T

SUBOO
by kristle jones
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et ready for a wild ride! Minimale Animale mod-
els were ready when they strutted their stuff 

while sporting motorcycle helmets on the runway. Show 
attendees found out quickly that the wild ride didn’t stop 
there though because Minimale Animale showed off 
some of the raciest swimwear we saw in Miami. Cross-
body straps and cutouts accessorized with the helmet 
and boots were seen up and down the catwalk. Minimale 
Animale’s designer, Cassandra Kellogg stuck to a neutral 
palette which kept the 50 Shades of Grey-esque styles 
from being too salacious. 

G

MINIMALE ANIMALE
by kristle jones
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by kristle jones

he Cia Maritima models immediately caught our 
eye with their swimwear reflecting bright bold 

patterns, prints and colors of the Summer 2015 collec-
tion that was debuted on the catwalk. Miami Mercedes 
Benz Fashion Week attendees had plenty of eye candy to 
watch while tropical prints, animal prints, bright colors and 
geometric prints were put out on display in front of them. 
Many pieces included a seamless combination of colors 
and prints. Swimwear, cover-ups, dresses and more were 
all a part of the Cia Maritima collection.

T

CIA MARIT IMA
by kristle jones
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strap bra top by eleven: eleven
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LEXI  ATKINS 
by sandy lo 

Actress Lexi Atkins has become 
a screen queen regular lately 

in both film and television. You 
might recall her in The Boy Next 
Door opposite Jennifer Lopez, or 
in The CW new hit series, The 

Messengers. With beautiful looks 
and a promising acting career 

that keeps leading  
to big name co-stars, like  

Mark Wahlberg, it won’t be  
long before Atkins is the  

main attraction.  

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

mua || jeff jones 
wardrobe stylist || chalia breonn 

stylist’s asst || taylor willis  
hair stylist || atmahari kristin 

photographer’s assist. || czar goss  
intern || v iviane teles  

special thanks || christian bonilla
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                                                        STARTED YOUR CAREER 
           IN BEAUTY PAGEANTS. WHAT WERE YOUR    
                EXPERIENCES LIKE WINNING MISS ILLINOIS  
                          AND BEING RUNNER UP IN MISS TEEN USA?

My experience in the pageant industry has 
been nothing but positive.  It definitely taught 
me a lot about myself and I've met some truly 
amazing women in the organization. Some 
of my best memories were when I was Miss 
Illinois Teen USA and during the Miss Teen USA 
competition!

YOU ARE ALSO AN ACCOMPLISHED ACTRESS. WHAT MORE CAN 
WE EXPECT FROM YOUR CHARACTER THIS SEASON IN THE 
MESSENGERS?

My character really gets to grow with Peter who 
is played by Joel Courtney. I think you should 
expect to see her finding herself starting to 
really get wrapped up in his newfound powers!

YOU GOT TO HANG OUT WITH JENNIFER LOPEZ ON THE SET OF 
THE BOY NEXT DOOR.  SHE IS DEFINITELY ONE OF THE BIGGEST 
STYLE ICONS TODAY.  WHAT WAS IT LIKE TO SPEND TIME WITH 
HER? AND WHAT IS ONE THING YOU’D WANT TO BORROW FROM 
HER WARDROBE?

It was amazing to be on a set with such a talented 
cast and crew, especially having one of them 
be Jennifer Lopez. It's so funny because while 
you're on set everything seems so normal, but 
once I would get into my car on my way home, 
I would punch myself saying, ‘OMGosh, that 
was J.Lo?!’  She's so down to earth and truly so 
beautiful inside and out. I found her to be very 
inspiring. That's a hard question—just like you 
said she's one of the biggest style icons—so 
everything she has is pretty amazing! I'd want 
to say her shoe collection, but I know my feet 
would never fit so I'd have to say her jewelry. 
J.Lo is always decked out in some of the best 
jewels! Or her red carpet dresses—they're all 
so sexy!

IN THREE WORDS, WHAT CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR SCENE 
IN “TED 2”? 

Hilarious, flirty, food.

WHAT ARE YOUR SUMMER MUST-HAVE FASHION AND BEAUTY 
ITEMS?

Sunglasses, rose water spray, waterproof 
mascara and a tingled lip balm! My go to 
makeup is Zao Makeup—if you haven't heard 

of Zao yet, you should definitely check it out! It's 
100% organic makeup that I'm OBSESSED with! 
Glowing healthy skin is a must have in my book!

WHAT IS THE SCARIEST PART ABOUT GOING ON ACTING 
AUDITIONS?

I think the scariest part to me is the fear of 
overthinking the project or the character. 
Whenever I overthink the character—or what 
the outcome of actually booking the job would 
be, I sometimes psych myself out!

DO YOU HAVE A CURRENT CELEBRITY CRUSH?

I'm currently crushing on Jeremy Irvine. I think 
he's adorable.

THE WHOLE REASON YOU STARTED COMPETING IN BEAUTY 
PAGEANTS WAS TO GET THE OPPORTUNITY TO TRAVEL TO NEW 
YORK AND L.A.  NOW THAT YOU'VE BEEN, WHICH DO YOU 
PREFER AND WHERE DO YOU SPEND MORE OF YOUR TIME?

I prefer L.A. 100%, which is always where I spend 
most of my time. I'm a Midwest girl at heart, but 
L.A. is where I'll always be!

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR STYLE?

My style is always changing due to having to 
play so many different roles and people. I think 
something that is always pretty consistent, 
though, is during the day it is usually very 
sporty. I've been an athlete my whole life and I 
am always on the run, so anything along those 
lines!  When I go out, it is usually always chic 
with a splash of sexy edge.

CAN YOU SHARE WITH US ANY UPCOMING PROJECTS?

Ted 2! And I have a lot of music I've been 
working on lately so I'm excited to finally start 
releasing it in the near future!

HOW CAN OUR READERS KEEP UP WITH YOU AND YOUR CAREER?

I'm all over social media. I use my Instagram 
the most though, which is @lex_stagram. My 
Snapchat is @lex_chat and Twitter is @Lex_
atkins.  If you would like to keep up with me, 
follow me at one, or all, of those places!

sleeveless long blazer 
by zara 
 
bikini bottoms  
by skin graft designs 
 
belt by d’glic  
by yapo

necklace  
by krysia renau 
 
bracelets  
by phillip garvriel

earrings  
by nicole meng

rings  
by haati chai & 

pushmataaha

IT WAS AMAZING TO BE 
ON A SET WITH SUCH A 
TALENTED CAST AND CREW, 
ESPECIALLY HAVING ONE 
OF THEM BE JENNIFER 
LOPEZ. IT'S SO FUNNY 
BECAUSE WHILE YOU'RE 
ON SET EVERYTHING 
SEEMS SO NORMAL, BUT 
ONCE I WOULD GET INTO 
MY CAR ON MY WAY HOME, 
I WOULD PUNCH MYSELF 
SAYING, ‘OMGOSH, THAT 
WAS J.LO?!
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bikini || lee + lani 
transparent coat || top shop 
watch || flüd
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PIA MIA
AN EXCLUSIVE 
PICTORIAL OF 
THE SULTRY R&B 
SONGSTRESS

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

mua || anthony merante using mac cosmetics 
wardrobe stylist || chalia breonn 

stylist’s asst || taylor willis  
hair stylist || atmahari kristin 

photographer’s assist. || czar goss  
intern || v iviane teles  

special thanks || christian bonilla
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bikini || lee + lani 
transparent coat || top shop 

watch || flüd 
bangle cuff || hen-la 

left hand: ring || melody ehsani 
right hand: ring || anarchy street 

bullet bracelet || alchemia 
detailed zip-up heels || alejandra g.
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bra top || endless rose 
swimsuit halter || tlz l femme 
bikini bottoms || lee + lani 
black leather || lee + lani 
fur crop jacket || camelia skikos 
earrings || melody ehsani 
rings || melody ehsani 
calf lace up boots || alejandra g.
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bra top || endless rose 
printed skirt || endless rose 

hoop earrings || alchemia 
neck cuff || h&m 

babylon chocker || nicole meng 
palm cuff || outhouse jewelry 

arm cuff || haati chai 
index ring finger || hen-l A 

middle finger || melody ehsaniwedding finger 
rings || melody ehsani 

large multi strand cuff || alchemia 
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top & skirt || vassallo  
bracelet & ring || laruicci 
earrings || charlie lapson 
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She acts, she writes, and she sure can sing. This triple threat has come a long way since her 
American Idol days. After years of being overlooked in the entertainment industry, Katie Stevens is 

now an MTV star. The brunette bombshell gives Runway an exclusive look into her high school days, 
her love for modest vintage and her role on the hit show, Faking It.

BAD
KARMA
GOOD  

KARMA
KATIE STEVENSKATIE STEVENS

by james arnett

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

mua || desiree footé 
styled || jesse j & kim sheree 
hair stylist || bethy mireles

BAD
KARMA
GOOD  

KARMA
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top || delikate rayne 
skirt || koko blaq 
bracelet & ring || laruicci 
shoes || carmen steffans
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y
our story is one of determination. Tell me about  
the time you spent in LA prior to booking your  
breakout role on MTV’s “Faking It”.

When I was seventeen, I was on American Idol.  
I decided to move out to LA rather than go 
back to school after I got my agent through 

“Idol”.  I basically said, “You know, I’d like to get 
involved in acting\ and I know you get a lot of 
people that say ‘I’m a singer who wants to act’, 
but I’m willing to put the work in.” So I enrolled 
in classes. It’s hard out here because there 
are thousands and thousands of people who 
want to be in the industry and after two years 
of trying to figure out what kind of artist I was 
and writing songs with people, I was getting 
really discouraged. So I put music on the 
back burner and was going out for auditions. 
I wasn’t booking anything because the only 
thing on my resume was American Idol and 
I was also running out of money because it’s 
expensive to live in LA. So I got a job working 
at Sprinkles Cupcakes. A job that was right 
across from where we shot American Idol. I 
would sometimes have to park on the CBS lot 
and walk past the American Idol stages in my 
Sprinkles uniform. And people would come up 
and be like, “You look familiar!” And I would be 
like (laughing), “No I don’t. I have a familiar face.” 
I think it was kind of at my point of giving up 
that I got my audition for “Faking It”. 

You’ve been renewed for Season 3! Tell us about your 
character, Karma.

In the second half of season two, you’re going 
to see Karma go through this period of trying 
to figure out who she is, which I think rings true 
for a lot of sixteen-year-old girls. She tries to 
figure out her relationships with Amy and Liam, 
and it is her trying to figure out, “okay, how do 
I have these relationships continue and not 
think about them sleeping together?”

Tell us more about how teen girls, or teen boys, relate 
to the show.

When you are sixteen, you are trying to 
discover who you are. Our show does deal with 
trying to discover what you like and figure out 
your sexual orientation. We do Q & A’s when 
we show episodes to fans. And one of the 
things that stood out to me was when a girl 
raised her hand and said, “You know, I don’t 
have a question, but I just want to thank you 
guys for making this show because I realized 
that I was a lesbian when I fell in love with my 
best friend in high school.” That showed us 

that we are really telling these kids’ stories and 
it is amazing to be able to represent those 
stories because I think that they have existed 
long before we had LGBT youth represented 
on television.  

Popularity is a driving factor behind these characters. 
Were you popular in high school?

(Laughs) I wasn’t unpopular, but I wouldn’t say 
that I was popular. My high school was like 
the high schools you see on television. They 
had “the tables” in the lunchroom. There was 
the table of the jock guys, the gothic kids, 
the popular girls, the girls who wanted to be 
popular, and the swim team. And I was the 
person who bounced around because I was in 
theatre and band, I was on the swim team and 
I did know the girls that were popular and hung 
out with them. It was kind of senior year when I 
realized that it was more important to surround 
myself with good people than to surround 
myself with people who weren’t good people 
but were popular. And that was just something 
that I had to learn.

You’ve spoken out about kindness via social media and 
worked with the NoH8 campaign. What other causes are 
close to your heart?

My grandmother recently passed away 
and she had Alzheimer’s for six years. So 
Alzheimer’s is something that really has 
affected my family and I’ve been working with 
the Alzheimer’s association. I’m actually in the 
process of writing a blog with my mom about 
our experience. We’re planning on writing 
it together when we’re in her hometown in 
Portugal. The fact is, it’s the number six killer 
in the world and it is the least funded, which 
to me is unbelievable. I think that it is awful 
to go through your whole life and make these 
beautiful memories and then you forget them 
all. So I hope to be a part of it and a part of it 
ending.

You recently booked the role of Kathryn Merteuil in the 
musical for “Cruel Intentions” at The Rockwell in LA. So 
what was it like singing for Sarah Michelle Gellar?

It was crazy. I couldn’t make direct eye contact 
with her because I knew that it would mess 
me up, as I was in such shock and disbelief 
that she even came. And she came twice! She 
came for opening night and she was talking 
about how she wanted to come back with 
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an attachment and that they personally know 
you, which is good and bad. It’s good when you 
get the fans that just want to tell you “I’m a big 
fan, I really love “Faking It”, I love your character, 
Karma.” That I love. But with the good, you get 
the bad. So you’ll get the fans that feel entitled 
and feel like you owe something to them. And 
that’s hard for me because it makes me feel 
like I’m not an actual person and that I don’t 
have a personal life. And for me, I’m new to 
it, so I’m trying to just balance it, and figure it 
out, and it’s a learning experience. But, I’m so 
grateful to even have fans and have people 
that are so passionate about the show and 
love our characters and are invested in us. I 
pride myself on being a good role model  
for girls. 

What advice would you give to hopeful artists who are 
trying to make a name in the entertainment industry?

It’s sounds so cliché to say it, but don’t give up. 
I feel like the people who succeed are people 
that are determined, and eager, and don’t 
take “no” for an answer because, especially 
in this industry, you’re going to hear “no” a lot. 
You’re going to hear “no” more often than you 
hear “yes”. It’s about knowing your passion and 
knowing what you were meant to do. For me, I 
knew I was never going to do anything other 
than this and I didn’t give myself the option. 

What’s next for Miss Stevens?

Hopefully a lot! I’ve spent a lot of time in 
Nashville. Music is still a big part of my life, and 
I don’t think that I have to decide between the 
two [acting and music]. I think this is an industry 
where you can do it all. I love song writing. It’s 
been such a huge part of my heart. So I’ve 
been in Nashville writing and recording music. 
Hopefully I’ll get a publishing deal where I can 
write for other artists because that’s something 
that I can do whenever I’m not filming. And all 
the while, I’ve still been auditioning for films. So 
hopefully something happens there.

And how can your fans continue to connect with you?

I am active on Instagram and Twitter, 
and my handle is the same on both. It’s  
@thekatiestevens.

Selma Blair and Reese Witherspoon. I was like, 
“Well you can’t do that unless I’m in it. You have 
to come back when I’m in it.” So she came 
back a second time and she grabbed my arm 
in the middle of the show when I was off stage 
and gave me a kiss on the cheek. She was 
like, “Hey girl!” And then she asked for my email 
address to send me photos. I was putting my 
contact info in her phone like, “I cannot believe 
this is happening.” I put my name in, and just 
in case she would forget that, I put “Kathryn-
Cruel”. And she goes, “You don’t have to put 
Kathryn Cruel. I know your name.” And I was 
like, “She knows my name!”  When you see 
someone like that from a young age and you 
admire that person, you really just hope that 
they’re as wonderful as you perceive them to 
be. And she was that and more.

et’s take a moment to discuss fashion. How would you 
describe your personal style?

 I think a lot of my personal style would have 
to derive from the way women dressed in the 
40’s and 50’s. They were classy and elegant and 
beautiful. They didn’t reveal too much, but they 
were still sexy. You see women like Elizabeth 
Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, and Veronica Lake… all 
of these women that were comfortable in their 
skin, and beautiful, and curvy, and still covered. 
But they were known as the sexiest women 
alive. So I love going to vintage shops and 
finding the high-waisted shorts and the high-
waisted pants. I mean, right now, you can see 
I’m wearing a crop top but it’s high neck and 
my midriff isn’t really showing. And that’s one of 
the things I really pride myself on. 

And you’re a big makeup YouTuber…

I’m a huge makeup YouTuber! That’s how I 
learned to do makeup, by watching tutorials. 
That stuff didn’t happen until after I was out 
of high school. So I started learning it in my 
20’s. Which is beneficial because, as you get 
older, you want to learn how to do your own 
makeup and cover up wrinkles and blemishes. 
A part of me wishes I knew how to cover up my 
blemishes when I was in high school though. 

You have very eager fans at events you attend. What were 
you feeling the first time you were recognized by a fan in 
your day-to-day life?

It’s exciting to be recognized because it shows 
that your work has impacted someone. With 
social media now, fans feel like they have such 

I REALIZED 
THAT IT 

WAS MORE 
IMPORTANT 

TO SURROUND 
MYSELF WITH 
GOOD PEOPLE 

THAN TO 
SURROUND 

MYSELF WITH 
PEOPLE WHO 

WEREN’T 
GOOD PEOPLE 

BUT WERE 
POPULAR.
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E V A N

R O S S

fur coat || i.magnin 
shirt || clade man 
leather pants || john varvatos 
boots || saint laurent 
necklace || chan luu  
bracelet (left) || lebang  
bracelet (r ight) || philip gabriel 
hat || evan's own 
rings || evan's own 

photographer || v iktorija pashuta 
grooming ||desiree footé 

styled || jesse j & kim sheree
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denim shirt || levi's vintage 
jeans || diesel 
dress shirt's || scott langton 
boots || john fluevog 
necklace || chan luu  
bracelet (left) || lebang  
bracelet (r ight) || philip gabriel & lebang 
hat || evan's own 
rings || evan's own 

6
6



sweater || avant toi 
leather suspender vest || clade man 

jeans || diesel 
sneakers || creative recreation 
bracelet (left) || philip gabriel  

bracelet (r ight) || lebang 
rings || evan's own 

6
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IT SEEMS THE SKY’S THE LIMIT 
FOR SELF-PROCLAIMED AND 

SELF-TAUGHT FREE SPIRIT BAI 
LING. THE CHINESE-BORN FILM 
AND TELEVISION ACTRESS SAYS 

HER UPBRINGING BY HER 
GRANDPARENTS IN HER NATIVE 
CHINA AND HER RICH CULTURE 

AND HERITAGE TRANSCENDS 
INTO EVERY ROLE THE AWARD-
WINNING ACTRESS PORTRAYS. 
LED BY HER HIGHLY ARTISTIC 

AND CREATIVE SPIRIT, LING HAS 
TURNED HER CHILDHOOD DREAM 

OF BECOMING A STAR INTO  
A REALITY. 

by christine albano

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

mua || desiree footé 
stylist || sarah kinsumba 

stylist’s 1st asst || simone dubose  
stylist’s 2nd asst || adrian miller  

hair stylist ||veronica nunez using oribe hair care 
nail tech || pilar lafargue for estee lauder 

photographer’s assist. || david ramirez  
intern || kevin lim 

special thanks || christian bonilla
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dress || tafreshi couture 
shoes || calvin klein at off broadway shoes 

earrings || stylist’s own
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dress || stello 
earrings || jenny dayco 
shoes || steve madden

7
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CAN YOU TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT 
YOUR CHILDHOOD AND WHAT YOU 
DREAMED OF BEING GROWING UP?

I love and miss my childhood 
so much, the innocence,  
the wildness, the joy, the 
freedom of just being lost in 
life, breathing every moment 
of life’s magic. In fact, I don’t 
think I have grown up yet.  I 
am always a child in art and 
in love. I was always running 
around in nature with the  
animals. I used to have a 
dream to work in the zoo, 
because I think part of me 
still is this wild animal who 
loves to be free and dance in 
joy and fire. I wish the world 
would stay pure and innocent  
and full of love. One summer 
night I was lying outdoors  
and  I was counting the stars 
and I told my grandmother I 
want to be a star up there. My 
grandmother said to me, “you 
are the star.” I asked ‘which 
one?’ “The brightest one up 
there you see?” My grand-
mother said. Then I looked 
up to the brightest star and 
smiled.

WHO WAS YOUR BIGGEST INFLUENCE 
GROWING UP AND WHY?

My biggest influence was 
my grandmother because 
she always encouraged me 
to be me, always telling me 
that I was a star. At Chinese 
New Year, we all sleep in late, 
one morning I awoke around 
6 am to use the restroom 
and I  saw my grandmother 
walking in from outside, it 
was snowing and so cold, yet 
she got up before everyone 
and cleaned the snow on the 
steps outside the door. She 
did this for the entire block 
and asked me not to tell  
anyone. I remember  that 
image of my grandmother 
to this day, the smile that 
emerged from her heart to 
her face, the generosity of 
giving, the kindness. The 
love she gave without asking 

NATURE, 
MUSIC AND 

POETRY 
FORMED 

MY SOUL.

for reward is the spirit that 
touched me, the pure joy of 
her smile melted my heart. 
She taught me the meaning 
of life.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT 
ACTING? AND WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR 
FAVORITE ROLE TO DATE?

I love acting because I can 
truly be the magic that is 
me. I get so excited and 
feel so free each time I 
meet my character because 
each time is different,  each 
character is on a different 
level that challenges me 
to find my potential.  The 
process is truly amazing, 
it’s like a task to challenge 
myself. I am the most daring 
performer there is, I don’t 
go for the easy ride and I 

take the most difficult road 
to stand naked to feel and 
express the pure powerful 
moments of truth, like how a 
child would. 

I love all the characters I 
played so it is hard to say 
which one I love the most. 
They are all so different so 
I love them all in different 
ways. There is a movie I just 
completed in China called 
"Lord of Shanghai". I play a 
lead character from the  
age of 28 up until she is  
80 years old, but how could 
I do that? That’s the task I 
would like you to see and 
judge.  Also the character I 
played in “Dumplings”, which 

I won an Oscar for, I love her 
and it was challenge. 

IF YOU COULD CO-STAR WITH ONE MOVIE 
GREAT FROM PAST OR PRESENT WHO 
WOULD IT BE?

Marlon Brando, because he is 
magic.

IF YOU COULD REPRISE ANY FAMOUS 
ROLE FROM AN AWARD-WINNING FILM  
OR BROADWAY PRODUCTION WHAT  
WOULD IT BE? 

It would be the classics- Roman 
Holiday and Casablanca. 
Those movies are romantic 
and touching. 

CAN YOU SHARE HOW YOUR HERITAGE 
PLAYS A ROLE IN WHAT KIND OF PERSON 
YOU ARE TODAY? IN YOUR VALUES, YOUR 
RELATIONSHIPS, YOUR WORK ETHIC, ETC.

I love this question because 
who we are today really is so 
dependent on how we grow 
up. Everything I am today is 
because of the beautiful, rich 
culture that I breathed and 
dreamed and lived when I was 
a child. The gentle, poetic, yet 
so complexed Chinese way of 
living. Nature, music and poetry 
formed my soul. Therefor 
whatever role I play, you will 
see those elements. I am also 
free and funny and I get that 
from my grandparents. 

WHEN YOU ARE NOT WORKING, WHAT ARE 
SOME OF YOUR FAVORITE HOBBIES?

When I am not working 
everything becomes slow 
motion.  I love that feeling, so 
gentle and free, I can just sit 
there on my balcony all day 
and just take my time watching 
wind go by. I also like to go 
to the Jacuzzi, I love the heat 
and water touching my body. 
Sometimes I’ll go dancing or 
write poetry and stories.

WHAT IS ONE THING FANS WOULD BE 
SURPRISED TO LEARN ABOUT YOU?

I don't own a TV and I eat 
dessert every day. 
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO CROSS OVER INTO ANY 
OTHER ENTERTAINMENT PLATFORM?

I have been helping to produce 
some of the movies I am in. I 
think I’d make a good director 
naturally. I somehow got the 
artistic eye to see things 
differently and I have a futuristic 
mind and feelings for things, 
stories and characters. I would 
only direct if I really loved the 
project and if it is my destiny to 
do so. Also, I love music and I’ve 
already produced a few songs 
and music videos which you can 
find on my YouTube channel.  

WHO IS YOUR CURRENT FAVORITE FASHION 
DESIGNER?

I love and respect all the 
designers, they make our life so 
beautiful.  I have my own artistic 
fashion style and I just follow my 
free spirir to create something 
fun. Like the dragon dress 
I created for the MTV Movie 
Awards red carpet, I made huge 
headlines and everyone was 
talking about it. To me, fashion 
is a tool for us to tell stories of 
each individual. 

WHAT IS THE NEXT STEP IN YOUR CAREER 
AND WHAT CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT 
CURRENT OR FUTURE PROJECTS?

I am a talented actress so 
I would like to have more 
substantial, powerful roles for me 
to play and lately there are some 
fantastic roles coming my way. 
If you follow me at @realbailing 
on Twitter and Instagram 
or on my Facebook, you will 
know what they are. I have 
six movies in post-production 
and an additional two Chinese 
movies and a TV show in post-
production. I’m also headed to 
Moscow in two weeks to shoot 
a new movie called Maximum 
Impact. I am very excited! 

AND LASTLY, COULD YOU COMPLETE THIS 
SENTENCE, "I AM MOST INSPIRED WHEN..."

The sunlight wake me up each 
morning because my heart 
is pure, open and full of joy – 
therefore, the world is pure, 
open and full of joy. 

dress || stello 
earrings || jenny dayco 

shoes || calvin klein at off broadway 
choker || stylist’s own
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dress || stello 
earrings || jenny dayco 

shoes || calvin klein at off broadway  
choker || stylist’s own
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jacket || stéphanie vaille 
kimono || stéphanie vaille 
bra || roseanna 
skirt || bimba y lola 
bracelet || cecile jeanne 
bracelet || marin godart 
boots || exclusif

7
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Kathad
photographer || pauline darley @le crime with sony alpha 99  

model || pauline moulettes @new madison  
make up & fx || mademoisellemu  

hair || pierre saint sever  
manicure || awara gomis  

stylism || garlone jadoul  
assistant || lara guffroy  
retouch || omen studio’
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sweater || r isto 
pants || r isto 
necklace || marion godart 
bracelet || marion godart 
red scarf || faliero sarti 
printed scarf || san marina 
boots || san marina
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jacket || gaspard yurkievich 
dress || paul & joe 

necklace || bimba y lola

7
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shirt || her michel klein 
skirt || suncoo 
belt || sinequanone 
bracelet || cecile jeanne 
sunglasses || miu miu 
ring || stella & dot 
ring || charlotte martyr
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jacket || gaspard yurkievich 
dress || paul & joe 

necklace || bimba y lola

7
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coat || malene birger 
dress || joseph 
sunglasses || & other stories 
necklace || marion godart 
bracelet || stella & dot 
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scarf || roseanna 
bra || roseanna
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leather jacket || camelia skikos 
ear cuff || jenny dayco 
rings || alibi nyc jewelry 
pants || camelia skikos

PURE MAGIK 
WITH  

DOMINIQUE 
SWAIN    

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

stylist || sarah kinsumba  
stylist’s 1st asst || simone dubose  

stylist’s 2nd asst || adrian miller  
hair stylist || Veronica Nunez using oribe hair care 

mua || desiree footé 
nail tech || pilar lafargue for chanel 

photographer’s ass. || david ramirez  
intern || kevin lim 

special thanks || christian bonilla
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 ou probably first heard of  
Dominique Swain as a very young lady 

starring in the wildly  
controversial remake of Vladimir 

Nabokov’s novel and Stanley Kubrick’s film 
‘Lolita’. She continued captivating audi-
ences when she became the youngest person 

to pose nude for PETA and has now solidi-
fied herself as a staple in cinema after star-

ring in over fifty films. With the horror film 
‘The 6th Friend’ and ‘Skin Traffik’ starring 
Daryl Hannah and Mickey Rourke, she’s 

got an impressive lineup to take her through 
2016. Swain talks with us about the evolu-

tion of her career, a film she’d like to do all 
over again and what dating is like as one of 

the sexiest women in the world. 

PURE MAGIK 
WITH  

DOMINIQUE 
SWAIN    

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

stylist || sarah kinsumba  
stylist’s 1st asst || simone dubose  

stylist’s 2nd asst || adrian miller  
hair stylist || Veronica Nunez using oribe hair care 

mua || desiree footé 
nail tech || pilar lafargue for chanel 

photographer’s ass. || david ramirez  
intern || kevin lim 

special thanks || christian bonilla

dress || pascucci 
sleeveless vest || camelia skikos 

shoes || carmen steffens 
bracelets || aoko su jewelry 
earrings || alibi nyc jewelry

8
3



I'M REALLY 
LOOKING 
FORWARD  
TO WHAT  
THIS YEAR 
BRINGS.

top || n12h 
pants || camelia skikos 

shoes || calvin klein at off broadway shoes 
earrings || l ionette ny by noa sade 

rings || alibi nyc jewelry 
bracelet || aoko su jewelry
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English accent. I watched Youtube videos of 
Eugene Hutz from the rock/ punk band Gogol 
Bordello [to prepare]. I’ve always had a voice coach 
and at least someone who was an authority on the 
dialect I’m trying to emulate, but I realized when I 
got on set that nobody else knew any better than 
I did, so I just did the best job I could. I have not 
seen the film but I hope it worked out. I might have 
just lost my Eastern European fans by butchering 
their tongue. 

 
Tell us a little bit about your animated feature ‘Magik.’ 
How did you end up in the writer’s chair on this project? 

For the film Magik, I was given the opportunity to 
co-write and screenwriting has been something 
I’ve done since before I started acting. I’m taking 
a screenwriting class right now to understand 
storytelling structure better but college is my hobby. 
I’m also taking a film production class to learn how 
to direct and a psychology class to prepare me for 
my next career in early childhood education. I also 
took French and physics and biology and animation 
and hair cutting. I’ve been a student on and off for ten 
years. I don’t see any reason why people shouldn’t keep 
learning new things throughout their lives. 

 
Do you have any inside tips on how you stay healthy and keep 
your body in ideal form? 

In terms of diet and exercise, I stay fit by running five miles 
a day and swimming with my dad. I think diet crazes are 
bogus and if you just don’t overeat, you can eat anything. 
I’ve always been very healthy but I’m lucky and my mom 
genetically has the best arms in the universe. For others 
whose metabolism doesn’t function well, I think that it is 
strange that this country allows fattist attitudes when other 
forms of bigotry are so taboo. I have a lot of obese friends 
and I guarantee that I eat more than they do. 

 
What’s the scariest thing you’ve ever had to do on a set? 

Carrying  a fake gun in my handbag. I looked at the prop gun 
and noticed that the hammer was cocked and I like to go to 
the rifle range so I handle guns all the time. I tried to eject the 
magazine and pull back the hammer even more, hoping it 
would get jiggled into place and took a shot at the floor. Then, 
in the spirit of a big tough man fixing the little lady’s problems 
with a firearm, my friend grabbed the gun and fired it at the 
five people who were standing around the camera. Well, it was 
not a fake gun and it was loaded and I was very shaken up 
because not only did it go off, we were using full instead of quar-
ter rounds and point blank, blanks can kill, like Bruce Lee. So 
I said, “Well, at least no one got hit.” And a voice came from 
somewhere near the camera, and said, “Oh yes they did.” But the 

Your career was launched very early in life with your title role 
as Lolita. Can you tell us what it was like working with the 
films legendary director? 

Working with Adrian Lyne on Lolita was one of the best, 
and certainly the most life changing events of my life. He 
is the most creative, compassionate man I have ever met 
and I felt one hundred percent safe with him. That is 
paramount on any film because as an actress, one has 
to feel completely free to look silly and vulnerable. knew 
he would protect my performance and I could act as 
big or as loud as I wanted to and he wouldn’t let me get 
away with anything but the best performance possible. 
I was so lucky to work with him and to know him as a  
human being.

 
Did you know it would be that controversial when you 
were filming it? 

Lolita is based on the book by Vladimir Nabokov and 
so I knew it would be as controversial now as it was 
when it was published in 1955. The fact that it didn’t 
come out theatrically in the United States is criminal 
and I didn’t think our Puritan ancestors would bite 
me in the a** like that. Lyne’s films have always been 
controversial and sexually oriented so while I had a 
body double, to cut out all the titillating parts would 
have been silly because the film is about fixation 
with the sexiness of a minor. 

 
What was it like growing up in Malibu? 

Malibu is the most beautiful place in the world 
and I was lucky to grow up near the beach but I 
don’t even say that I grew up in Malibu anymore. I 
was one of the naked, barefoot, hippie Malibuites 
living three miles up a canyon with five people 
in two bedrooms so I don’t think I qualify for the 
stereotype of the stigma attached to the city 
today of trophy wives, drugs and money. 

 
You’ve got a full slate of films coming out including 

‘The 6th Friend,’ ‘Skin Traffik’ and many, many 
more. Can you share some of the highlights of what 
to look forward to? 

The films I have coming out this year are all 
over the map in terms of genres. ‘The 6th 
Friend’ is a horror movie, ‘A Horse’s Tale’ is 
a family Christmas movie, and ‘Hunted’ 
is an action movie. I like to mix it up. I’m a 
character actress. In the film, ‘Skin Traffik’ I 
play a Ukrainian prostitute. Originally, I think 
the character was supposed to be British, 
but the director, Ara Paiella was Irish and 
couldn’t stomach an American doing an 
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world. I have learned that when I find someone 
I really love, it takes a lot of effort to nurture  
relationships but that the good people are worth 
hanging onto for life. Meeting new people is one 
of the perks of my business but it tends to lead to  
fleeting friendships.  

 
I’ve seen pics of you with pretty much every different 
hair color and style. Do you have a personal favorite 
you like to come back to or do you enjoy switching it up? 

I love switching up my hair. It changes everything. 
Thomas Pynchon said, “change your hair, change 
your life.” I hacked all my hair off once and my 
boyfriend was sure that I was done with him. He 
was right, but I really think that you can reinvent 
yourself with the simplest things and sometimes, an 
external change triggers an internal change. It also 
helps with one’s versatility as a performer to be able 
to transform yourself. 

 
If you had a superpower what would it be? 

If I had a superpower, it would be total recall. I wish 
I could remember every detail–especially faces and 
landmarks and hearing or seeing something once 
would be permanent. I have a mild case of face 
blindness, prosopagnosia, and people think that 
I’m snobby because I can’t remember them. I think 
everyone should wear name tags when they’re getting 
acquainted, but I’m so embarrassed that I’ve stopped 
trying to fake saying that I remember someone. I can 
remember the entire content of a conversation but I text 
message my lawyer of ten years so that I can locate him 
in a restaurant.

 
Other than an impressive amount of films coming out, what can 
fans expect from you in the future? And how can they connect 
with you? 

I’m not on Twitter or Instagram so I can’t be contacted 
by my fans, but maybe I’ll get with the program. I don’t 
like the anonymity of the internet because people feel 
safe to be so mean. I can be really critical of others too 
but I’m trying to understand the reasons that people are 
the way they are, and accept that some of the qualities I 
don’t like in people are the ones I object to in myself. I’m 
really looking forward to what this year brings and I hope 
that I can play characters that people can connect with. 
Sometimes it seems like acting is not a worthy pursuit in life 
but when someone comes up to you on the street and tells 
you that your performance moved them or made them want 
to become an actress or helped them deal with an ordeal 
in their lives, it makes it all seem worthwhile. So for now, I 
will continue making movies and telling stories and hopefully 
giving people some enjoyment. Life’s short. 

poetic thing was, (and it wasn’t anything serious,) it was 
the armer, the man who’d given me the gun to put in 
my purse.

 
What are the three biggest lessons you’ve learned that you 
could pass on to aspiring actors or models? 

The three biggest lessons that I’ve learned are:  First, 
being cast isn’t personal. Being on the other side of 
the camera, an actor can give the best audition and 
show their range and talent and still not be RIGHT 
for a part. It’s tough to accept because when you’ve 
memorized ten pages of dialogue and gone to an 
acting coach and driven to Timbuktu through traffic 
both ways, you HAVE to commit all your passion and 
it’s impossible not to feel worthless when you’re 
constantly rejected for doing your best, but you 
have to move on and get the next project and not 
give up or feel hopeless or depressed. The second 
lesson, which I took from Adrian Lyne, was, ‘Make 
your bed,’ and I’ve gotten through a lot of tough 
times by following that one. Sometimes, I don’t 
want to shower or eat or run and everything feels 
like a chore, but if I just make my bed, that’s one 
thing off the checklist, (and then I’m less likely to 
curl up in a ball in it.) The third lesson I’d pass on 
is to ALWAYS be completely committed whether 
you’re on camera or not. The better everyone’s 
performance is, the better the film is. I’ve had 
some really icky experiences with lazy or catty 
actors literally trying to mess up my coverage 
and it’s unacceptable. Be professional, people. 
Also, people get fired or not rehired for being 
mean. It’s not all about you, no matter who you 
think you are.

 
I’m sure all the fellas out there want to know; 
what’s the dating game like right now for you? Is 
dating hard being in your position? 

My dating life is personal, but I have the 
best boyfriend in the whole world and he 
loves me for me, not for anything that I have 
accomplished. 

 
If you could go back and make one film over 
again for the sheer joy of the process; which 
one would it be and why? 

I had so much fun on ‘Lolita,’ ‘Briar Patch,’ and 
‘A Horse’s Tale,’ that I cried like an infant 
when I knew I wouldn’t be able to see my 
friends every day anymore. I guess one 
should get used to it but it’s so sad that 
a group of people who work together so 
intimately for so long disperse all over the 
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jacket || camelia skikos 
ear cuff || jenny dayco 

rings || alibi nyc jewelry 
pants || camelia skikos
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body || alexis mabille
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photographer || alice berg 
model || lena boreux 

stylist || tara ziegfeld 
mua || meyloo 

hair ||cyril laforet 
post- dproduction || sofia zasheva 

graphic design || bruno tatsumi

Introverted
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top || laura laval 
skirt || jitrois 
shoes || minna parikka

9
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leather dress || jitrois 
chiffon dress || busardi 
shoes || fatima lopes

9
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top || laura laval 
dress || pleats please issey miyake
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top || harry halim 
skirt || karoline lang

9
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t a m a r a  t a y l o r 

Currently starring in this hit television series, Bones, Tamara  
Taylor is known for her strong female roles. From a young age  
in Canada, Taylor knew what she wanted and went for it. Her  

intelligence, unique style, authenticity and independent personality 
comes across boldly wrapped in witty humor. She has taken  

Hollywood by storm and this is only the beginning for her. It is clear 
that Taylor knows who she is and has leaned to trust in it. 

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
producer || james arnett 

mua || patrick defontbrune 
stylist || sarah kinsumba 

stylist’s 1st asst || simone dubose  
stylist’s 2nd asst || adrian miller  
hair stylist || kristin heitkotter 

nail tech || pilar lafargue for cnd vinylux 
photographer’s assist. || david ramirez  

intern || kevin lim 
special thanks || christian bonilla
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dress || tafreshi couture 
shoes || calvin klein at off broadway shoes 

bracelet || aoko su jewelry 
r ing || alibi nyc jewelry
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jumpsuit || stello 
shoes || calvin klein at off broadway shoes 
bracelets || aoko su jewelry
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      read that you left high school to pursue 
modeling, at what age did you do that? Was that 
your dream as a child, to be a model?

I was probably 16. It was honestly a combination 
of things, a love of fashion and a wanderlust 
I think it was more the passion for travel and 
fashion than it was for modeling. I wanted to 
travel and I figured what better way is there 
to travel than to get paid to do it! My mother 
was wonderfully supportive. I sat her down 
and said ‘This is what I want to do’ and she 
said ‘Okay! It’s good that you know what you 
want to do and school will always be there, but 
modeling won’t, time is of the essence on that 
one, so have at it. 

How did you transition into acting from modeling 
and what was that transition like?

It was a very organic one because I was a 
pretty bad model [laugh] and I had the gift of 
gab so it was the next natural step. Believe it 
or not, and it surprised me more than anyone 
else, modeling is actually a tough job. There is 
a little more to it then standing there with your 
hands on your hips. So, when I realized that 
maybe I wasn’t completely natural standing 
in front of a still camera I explored the other 
option. I am so grateful and I love what I do.

So what is something that you have learned 
recently or something that you have added to your 
actors ‘tool belt’?

To be myself, to trust my first mind and actually 
have the courage to explore that before taking 
directions. I know that sounds cliché, but it’s 
easier said than done.
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Do you feel that you have accomplished your dreams 
or is there something specific you still want to 
achieve-either personally or professionally?

I feel fortunate to be doing what I’m doing but I’m 
sort of a late bloomer so I feel like I have only just 
begun really.

How do you approach a role?

I say get scared, freak out and then dive in. I think 
every role is different, I mean I have played Cam 
for a really long time so it’s almost in my DNA at 
this point but when it comes to other roles I think 
they all come to you in different ways. Sometimes 
you go from the outside in (the clothes) and 
sometimes from the inside out. 

What has it been like working for a long period of 
time with the same group of actors on Bones?

It has been such a gift! It’s funny because in this 
business we are all kind of like carnies. We jump 
from one show to the next and very rarely do we 
get the opportunity to really get comfortable and 
safe and really get to explore with people. We 
have had almost a full decade together. I feel like 
we are just extensions of each other at this point. 
It’s another rare and glorious thing that we all 
really actually like each other and it really doesn’t 
always happen that way. It’s nice when it does 
because that’s a long time, sometimes we are on 
set for sixteen hours a day. It’s really nice to like 
the people you are with.

What advice would you give to anyone out there 
trying to pursue a challenging dream?

Well the thing that was on my fridge forever and a 
day was a Winston Churchill quote; ‘Never, never, 
never give up’ and do you loud... just lean into it. 
(Do you loud) It took me a long time to learn that 
one so I think that’s been the most valuable one 
for me.

If you could have any other persons career in the 
world who would it be and why?

I think between Meryl Streep, Cicely Tyson and 
Audrey Hepburn, I’d say the mash up of the three.

If you could play any role in the history of TV and 
film, or a role from a story not yet filmed, what 
would it be?

Oh man, there are so many great movies, so 
many great roles... so little time. The first thing 
that pops into my mind is one of my favorite kung 
foo movies, The Heroic Trio. There’s a character 
in that, her character is called Wonder Woman, I 
think I would want to play her in a remake.

What is it about that specific character that you like?

It just has all the right elements, all my favorite 
elements... it’s kung foo, it’s chicks kicking ass 
and doing so beautifully.

That’s great, we need more women kicking butt in 
Hollywood!

Yes we do and if we could do it with some 
measure of finesse and fabulous-ity... come on! 

I love it! Okay, so what are the three beauty products 
you could not live without, the ones that bring out 
your fabulous-ity?

I would say Rose Water is my new obsession, I 
spray that on my face before I put on my oh-so-
valuable SPF 50 and Kiehl’s lip balm, those are 
probably my three. I don’t know who told me to 
start using the SPF as a daily moisturizer but I 
think that has been the best piece of beauty 
advice I ever got.

What are your three top picks for this summer’s 
fashion?

I’m a little obsessed with the new Isabel Marant 
sandals and then rather than pulling from new 
fashion I’m going say vintage caftans are just a 
good thing.

What about swimwear?

I usually luck out and find ones that fit me well in 
random spots.

I think that’s actually great advice for women, to 
find the right suit for your body instead of trying to 
force your body in what’s popular this season.

Exactly, just go out and find it.

How would you best describe your personal style 
when it comes to fashion?

I guess my own personal style would be like a 
hi-low vintage casual. 

What have been your biggest style influencers?

This isn’t exact but I’d say Audrey Hepburn meets 
Felipe Getty meets Bianca Jagger and maybe 
on a crazy day, Mary Tyler Moore.

WHEN ASKED ABOUT  
HER STYLE INFLUENCE: 
"AUDREY HEPBURN MEETS 
FELIPE GETTY MEETS 
BIANCA JAGGER "
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dress ||stello 
shoes || gx at off broadway shoes 

r ings || al ibi nyc jewelry
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R E G U L A R   M O N D AY S

photographer || bernard gueit  
hair ||  x-presion creativos for revlon  

professional styleemasters 
makeup || merton muaremi 
styling || carol gamarra 

photo assistants || balder and levon 
model || belle@ chadwick models 

model || annie b @scene
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photographer || bernard gueit  
hair ||  x-presion creativos for revlon  

professional styleemasters 
makeup || merton muaremi 
styling || carol gamarra 

photo assistants || balder and levon 
model || belle@ chadwick models 

model || annie b @scene

t-shirt || garth cook 
trousers || emma mulholland 

 necklace || hamish munro 
earrings || kate rhode  

earrings || emma mulholland 
dress || topshop 
shoes || topshop 

bum bag || emma mulholland 
 necklace || tettmann doust 
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top || tettmann doust 
leggings || tettmann doust 
skirt || rokit vintage 
earrings || emma mulholland by celeste tesoriero 
ring || soot by t i l ly 
shoes || topshop 
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t-shirt || garth cook swimming suit 
sequin skirt || emma mulholland 

socks || emma mulholland 
sunglasses || emma mulholland 

bracelets || tettmann doust 
necklace || h&m 

sandals || topshop
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earrings || emma mulholland 
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top || romance was born 
shorts || ingris verner 
Earrings || bobbin and bow 
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jacket || romance was born 
trousers || romance was born 

earrings || topshop 
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SophieSimmonsby sandy loKISS AND TELL

ISS fans are probably the most familiar 
with Sophie Simmons. Daughter of 
rock God Gene Simmons and Playmate 

Shannon Tweed, Sophie practically grew 
up on camera with the reality show, “Gene 
Simmons’ Family Jewels.” There is much 
more to Sophie Simmons than being a 
Hollywood kid, though. Sophie is not only a 
model, fashion designer, singer/songwriter 
and actress, but she is also a positive role 
model for body image. RUNWAY loved 
getting to know this amazing woman, and 
we hope you will, too!

photographer || v iktorija pashuta 
producer || james arnett 

mua ||  jeff jones 
wardrobe stylist || jesse j & kim sheree 

hair stylist || atmahari kristin 
photographer’s assist. || czar goss 

intern || v iviane teles 
special thanks || christian bonilla 
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shirt || faire chic 
blazer || cecelia aragon 

jewelry || bita pourtavoosi
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“I LIKE THE IDEA OF NOT LABELING 
WOMEN WITH A NUMBER.”

an you tell RUNWAY readers what it was like   
 growing up in the spotlight? How did it help mold  
 you into who you are today?

I don’t think a lot of people are equipped to handle 
the ‘spotlight’. Although, I must say my parents did 
a pretty good job of keeping my brother and I out of 
it until we began “Family Jewels”. We shot the pilot of 
GSFJ when I was 11-years-old. I think I was too young to 
understand what the press or social media was saying 
at that point. But, I was never a troubled kid. I could have 
easily gone down a dark road. Drugs and alcohol were 
plentiful in my friend-group and I just never was curious 
about it. I think having the attention of a show on me 
at a young age made me feel like I had to be on my 
best behavior; in a good way. I didn’t want to be one 
of the girls that I read about in the tabloids. I’m all for 
having a good time, but I think the ‘spotlight’ defined 
having a good time for me as more wholesome fun. I 
do think, however, that I would have been in a much 
brighter spotlight if I had gone down the dark path. 

You, yourself, are a talented fashion designer. Do you 
have a favorite item from your Sophie X spring/summer 
line?

I became a really big fan of kimonos after this spring 
collection. It was never in my closet before and the girls 
at The Style Club told me I should give them a shot. So 
it became a majority of the collection. I think they are 
flattering on everyone and you don’t really size kimonos. 
I like the idea of not labeling women with a number. Lots 
of festival inspired pieces. Whites, oranges, browns and 
blacks. Desert inspired as well and some embroidery. 
Everything is just loose fitting and comfortable so you 
can frolic all summer long.

Can you give us any sneak peeks into the fall collection?  
What color schemes or styles can we expect?

We haven’t planned that far ahead to the fall collection. 
It was supposed to be a three-part capsule, and this 
spring/summer collection is number three! But you 
never know! I think my goal has always been to just keep 
collaborating with brands that have a message that I 
identify with! So far The Style Club and Diamondére 
have been amazing and you can see all that on 
SophieTSimmons.com. Next up, I am really looking into 
HeyGorgeous!, an online size 8 and up fashion retailer. 
They are really focused on female empowerment. I’d 
love to do something with them to highlight the sexy 
side of women size 8 and over. I’m in that category and I 
feel a lot of times we are not looked at as sexy. 

After appearing on the reality show, “Family Jewels”, 
what made you and your mother want to do your own 
show together?

We didn’t actually want to do another show! It’s funny, 
we were getting a lot of fans on social media asking 
why we ended Family Jewels. And the answer is, we 
all got busy. Putting on a show is hard and really time 
consuming. I wanted to go to college and really do it 

right. After college ended, we got a request to do a kind of 
follow-up to GSFJ more focused on what I was working on in 
fashion, music and the arts. My mom is a big part of my decision 
making and she’s my best friend so naturally it was focused  
on the both of us. I think we agreed, one season, just to show  
the fans what we are up to. But since it aired I’ve been 
getting offers for a solo show. So it seems I can’t get  
away! And I’m thankful for that. It’s work and fun, and  
I’m happy to do it. 

You’re also a musician.  Can we expect an album in your future?

I think next up is my single release. After that, definitely an EP. 
I think I am more of a singer/songwriter, but to compete in this 
world, it’s pop all the way. I don’t believe an artist should give 
up so much of their income to record labels and streaming 
companies, so I’m trying to find an alternative way to do things. 
Taylor Swift had the right idea pulling her music off Spotify. 
Artists put so many hours into each song and it’s a shame they 
don’t get the credit they used to. 

Being in the public eye as an actress and fashion designer/
model, what kind of pressure does that put on you physically 
and mentally?

There is of course pressure to look put together and in shape. 
Mentally, it is exhausting to think of your appearance day in and 
out. I think it backfires on me sometimes because I’ll wake up 
and decide I don’t care at all and look absolutely terrible all day. 
I’ve never had a “glam squad” to help me get ready and I refuse 
to spend two hours on my appearance. I have things to do! For 
some reason if you’re on a TV show, or a musician or in the 
media whatsoever, it makes people think that it’s okay to bash 
on you for taking a comfy sweat pants day. We are still people! 
It’s really hard work to be “presentable” all the time. 

When the cameras aren’t rolling, and all eyes aren’t on you and 
your family, what do you do in your alone time?

Literally nothing and it is the best. I’m half kidding. I do work 
other than what you see on the show. I am a brand consultant, 
model and I run my own children’s charity (Sophie’s Place). But 
it is nice to just sit on the couch with a coffee and hang out. I 
have never been the party gal, so I would love to say that I go 
out to clubs and dinners but I am really a homebody. 

You have a few movies you just filmed.  Can you tell us about 
them and when we will get the chance to see them?

I guess I’m kind of an indie gal. A lot of my projects I choose 
because I think they would be fun! I love acting and it is a 
big passion of mine. For now, I am in class and learning to 
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shirt & top || purple diva 
hat || sarmy by sarmy reyes 

shoes || alejandra g 
jewelry || bita pourtavoosi
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shirt & top || purple diva 
hat || sarmy by sarmy reyes 
jewelry || bita pourtavoosi

refine my craft. My past projects are amazing but like a 
lot of indie films, they probably won’t see the theaters, 
which is a shame. I wish Hollywood would become more 
accepting of true indies. 

love the 10 facts about you that your brother, Nick, 
wrote for your website: www.sophietsimmons.com.  Are 

all of them true or did he exaggerate a bit?

They are true. I knew I couldn’t write a bio on myself. A 
bio is supposed to list all your accomplishments and 
I felt weird about that whole concept. So, I asked my 
brother (Nick Simmons) to write what he knew about me 
that others may not know. I wish I could use that bio  
for everything. 

What is your favorite summer beauty item?

My Beauty Blender is honestly the best ever. And 
probably something for my hair. Let’s be real, my hair 
in the summer is just a mess. I’m open to suggestions 
if anyone wants to hop on Instagram or Twitter and let 
me know! @SophieTSimmons for Twitter and @sophie_
tweed_simmons for Instagram. 

What was the best summer vacation you’ve ever had?

We were always filming during our summers! I didn’t 
ever do the proper summer vacation trip! I did live in 
different countries working in orphanages during high 
school, which isn’t traditional, but I felt like that was a 
better use of my time. I loved being in Bulgaria, Vietnam 
and Uruguay the most. 

That’s inspiring! Is there anything else you are working 
on that you’d like to share with RUNWAY?

Always working on and updating my blog. It’s called 
#NoFilter and you can find it on SophieTSimmons.com 
It’s full of my trips, family photos, outfits, and just general 
commentary on current events and life. I didn’t want to 
make just another fashion blog. There is even an “Ask 
Sophie” portion on the site! I really want the blog to be a 
dialogue not just a billboard. 

Thank you for sharing! How can our readers keep up-to-
date with you?

Via social media. Twitter: @SophieTSimmons. Instagram 
@sophie_tweed_simmons, or my site/blog #NoFilter at 
SophieTSimmons.com.

“I LIKE THE IDEA OF NOT LABELING  

WOMEN WITH A NUMBER.”
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GRAVITY
photographer || v iktorija pashuta 

model || drake axelrod 
styled ||  jesse j 

stylist’s assistant || desire

shirt || sarmy studio collection 
shorts || scott langton 
watch || calvin klein 
necklace || mhart  
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shirt || sarmy studio collection 
shorts || scott langton 

watch || calvin klein 
necklace || mhart 

shoes || tom's summer 15  
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shirt || henim silver jeans  
pants || royal blues by jacob holston 
underwear || calvin klein 
shoes || creative recreation
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shirt || henim silver jeans  
pants || royal blues by jacob holston 

underwear || calvin klein 
shoes || creative recreation
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shirt || mariette summer 15 
shorts || jacob holston 
shirt around waist || jacob holston
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     TWO  
OF A
    KIND

by rachel zeskind

liv 
top || one teaspoon 
pants || one teaspoon 
shoes || dr martens

mim 
top || blq label 
shoes ||  iijin shoes
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“WE TRUST EACH OTHER 
IMPLICITLY SO IT FEELS 

NATURAL AND GOOD TO 
WORK TOGETHER”

WHEN YOU TWO WERE 
GROWING UP, WHAT IMPACTED YOU 
THE MOST MUSICALLY? WAS MUSIC A 
BIG PART OF YOUR UPBRINGING AND 
IF SO, HOW?

Music was always an important 
part of our family home. Weekends 
were about family time and there 
was always music playing in 
the background. Each Saturday 
our piano teacher would come 
to our home and give all four 
children lessons. Our Mum was 
always hassling us to practice 
and we used to get super 
nervous before our piano exams. 

WHAT WAS THE FIRST CONCERT 
YOU WENT TO AND HOW WERE YOU 
FIRST INTRODUCED TO ELECTRONIC 
DANCE MUSIC?

The first concert we attended was 
at The Big Day Out music festival 
in Melbourne. We saw The Prodigy 
and thought they were so bad 
arse! From that time on we got 
a real kick out of sneaking out  
of the house and going to 
clubs to listen and dance to 
house music. We really loved 
those happy house tunes like  
Bob Sinclar's 'Love Generation'. 
Such good vibes!

WORKING AS SISTERS, WHAT 
ARTISTIC ELEMENTS OF DO YOU TEND 
TO AGREE ON AND WHAT ELEMENTS 
TO YOU TEND TO DISAGREE ON?

We have disagreements but 
never in a malicious way. We feel 
disagreeing is part of the creative 
process. We always push each 
other to do better and we believe 
this has been greatly influential to 
both of us. We both love what we do, 
we have similar work ethics and we 
trust each other implicitly so it feels 
natural and good to work together. 
We wouldn't have it any other way! 

WHICH OF YOU WAS MORE FASHION 
FORWARD GROWING UP AND WHAT 
ARE YOUR FAVORITE TRENDS IN 
FASHION CURRENTLY?

We each have our own individual 
style and fashion quirks. Mim cut 
her hair super short when we were 
around fifteen, which at the time 
was quite daring and Liv dyed her 
hair red and wore black lipstick. 
Right now we are loving creepers 
and platforms—they give us height 
but are super comfortable to 
jump around in. We're also loving 
chokers. Mim has a super cool 
customized choker by Vida Kush 
that she doesn't take off and we 
both love wearing plastic chokers. 

WHAT WAS THE MOST CHALLENGING 
SHOW PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE 
YOU HAVE HAD AS ARTISTS.

There have been so many 
challenges with shows but that's 
part of the live game isn't it? We 

are super nervous before the big 
shows like Tomorrowland Brasil for 
example. It can be challenging to 
play the final set of the evening at a 
major festival because you want to 
keep the energy up so people stay 
until the end of your set. Often you 
have to be quite creative with your 
set to ensure you don't repeat what 
others have played before you.

IS THERE ANY ARTISTS OUT THERE 
THAT ARE YOU ARE ITCHING TO 
COLLABORATE WITH ON A SONG?

Galantis, Imogen Heap, Eminem

WHAT ONE THING DO YOU THINK 
WOULD SURPRISE YOUR FANS ABOUT 
YOUR SISTER?

LIV: Mim is a sleepaholic. Give her 
a dark room and a comfy bed and 
she will be out cold for sixteen hrs. 
No joke!

MIM: Liv is my hairdresser. She cuts 
and colors my hair.

IF YOU COULD CHANGE ONE THING 
ABOUT THE WORLD WHAT WOULD IT 
BE?

We would eliminate breast cancer. 
A close family member has been 
affected by this disease and we 
want to help make a difference in 
educating, informing and raising 
money. With so many women 
battling with breast cancer we want 
to help in any way we can to bring 
awareness.

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
stylist ||  jordan grossman 
stylist's asst. || bria stone 
hair stylist || atmahari Kristin 
mua || desiree footé 
mua || kenye hart 
location projection || v incent lamouroux  
produced by please do not enter  

The lights are flashing, laser beams of reds and blues shoot out from the stage in all directions. The earth 
is shaking from a thousand pairs of dancing feet. The crowd rhythmically moves as one as the energy 
of the music vibrates inside your chest. Looking to the stage we find Australian sisters, (Olivia) Liv and 
(Miriam) Mim the multi-talented DJ dynamos of NERVO. These top-ranking female DJs bring their passion 
to music, but they also have an undeniable passion for life, family and creating change, here’s how...
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liv: 
jumpsuit || stello 
jacket || faubourg du temple 
glasses || zerouv 
mim 
top || jad ghandor 
shoes || t.u.k. 
shorts || faubourg du temple 
bag || erin dana
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N E R V O
"WE ARE SO HAPPY  

WHEN PEOPLE RESPOND 
TO OUR MUSIC”

IF YOUR MUSIC COULD CAUSE 
ONE THING IN YOUR GENERATION, 
WHAT WOULD THAT BE? (EXAMPLE; 
JOY, FUN, ACCEPTANCE, PEACE, 
STRENGTH)

Unity and happiness.

WHEN YOU ARE NOT ON THE ROAD 
OR PERFORMING, WHAT DOES EVERY 
DAY LIFE LOOK LIKE FOR YOU BOTH?

Resting and recovering from tour 
(sleeping, unpacking, chilling with 
friends) or in the studio making  
more music.

WHAT’S NEXT FOR YOU BOTH IN YOUR 
LIVES AND CAREERS?

We are excited about the 
upcoming release of our debut 
album – Collateral. This summer 
we will be living in Ibiza playing at 
Ushuaia every Monday, touring 
Europe during the weekends and 
bouncing over to Las Vegas every 
couple of weeks for our residency 
at Omnia. It's going to be a busy 
6 months. We haven't decided 
what we are going to do in quarter 
4 of 2015 yet - we're hoping a 
trip to Australia to hang with our 
family will be in the itinerary. We 
also have some really exciting 
things happening with the brands 
we work with including Franklin 
and Marshall, Ballantine’s Scotch 
Whisky and Tag HEUER all around 
our upcoming album launch. 

IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WANT 
RUNWAY READERS TO KNOW ABOUT 
YOU?

We are so happy when people 
respond to our music and if doing 
what we do opens the doors for 
any other aspiring musicians / 
entrepreneurs - especially female, 
then that feels great to us!
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jewelry || charlie lapson 
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Summer       
 Hit

photographer || v iktorija pashuta  
model || elena pavilonis  

mua || teal druda  
styled || jesse j & kim sheree  
hair stylist || bethy mireles  

photographer’s assist. || erik santibanez 
retouching || shadow illusionist
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swimsuit || kinsman swimwear 
coverup ||  jesse j collections 

necklace || gotroxx 
rings || charlie lapson 

earrings || charlie lapson 
bracelet || charlie lapson 

shoes || boohoo
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swimsuit || versa swimwear by monique deptula 
jewelry || charlie lapson 
clutch || valentino 
shoes || alejandra g
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swimsuit || kinsman swimwear 
jewelry || charlie lapson 

body chain || chan luu 
sunglasses  || gucci 

shoes || boohoo
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swimsuit || versa swimwear by monique deptula 
jewelry || charlie lapson 

clutch || valentino 
shoes || alejandra g
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swimsuit || fancy swimwear 
jewelry || charlie lapson 

shoes || alejandra g
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swimsuit || shalaya 
sunglasses || christian dior 
bracelet || charlie lapson 
rings || charlie lapson 
earrings || chan luu 
body chain || chan luu
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coverup ||  jesse j collections 

necklace || gotroxx 
rings || charlie lapson 

earrings || charlie lapson 
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H o c u s 

photographer || j i ng y i 
mua || liu y i 

costume designer || xue yan 
costume designer || liu rui 

costume designer || sui y ida 
costume designer || han dongyang
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an you see yourself gliding 
across waves glinting with little 

diamond specs of sunlight in a yacht? 
Picture the view of the endless hori-
zon before you, eventually coming to 
anchor on silent still crystalline waters 
with your own private view of glaciers. 
Sense the feeling of being parked off 
the coast of mysterious and exotic 
islands, sun bathing on empty white 
sanded beaches while only the sound 
of palms rustling in the wind dances in 
your ears. You, the stylish traveler, the 
savvy and chic explorer. For you, we 
have created this travel guide. Pave the 
way to great-ness and forge ahead in 
style as no traveler has before. This is 
the stuff dreams are made of. These are 
the memories to invest in.

With travel there is no limit to the 
chic and luxurious options avail-
able to marinate on no matter what  
type of trip you are planning. Whether it 
be a romantic getaway, an adventure, or 
a high end business trip - we are here 
to help you find the most sexy, sophisti-
cated and fashionable way to get there.

Often when planning our travel the 
focus is solely on the adventures ahead 
that we will be em-barking on during 
our trip. We plan travel to and from our 
location in the most drama free, simple 
fashion…yet not taking into account chic 
travel style and the significantly more 
plush options for the elite traveler. Maybe 
there is as much joy and luxury in the 
process of arriving as there is in experi-
encing the actual destination itself. 

There is nothing quite like being pampered in flight as you soar  
at 25,000 feet in your G6 private jet above the clouds. Imagine  
a stress free environment where you can partake in the luxuries  
of inflight spas that cater to your every need and provide delicious 
comforts. Experience travel as if you were a diamond wrapped  
carefully in a perfect platinum setting. Protected, cushioned and 
nestled into perfection.

ELITE TRAVEL STYLE 
FOR THE CHIC

by rachel zeskind
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Let’s shift our mind set 
to letting our adven-
tures drip with opulence 
from door to door. By 
jet, plane, charter or 
cruise - our guide gives 
you a glimpse inside the 
most elite forms of travel.  
Here is a look at three 
sleek, sophisticated and 
stylish options for your 
next journey:

CHARTER
To satisfy your intrigue for 
the exclusive travel expe-
rience, charter a private 
jet and experience flying 
the way royalty, CEO’S and 
rock stars do! Vista Jet, 
XOJet and Blue Star Jets 
are our top selects for your 
private charter experience.

Blue Star Jets are 
known for their last minute 
services and can arrange 
your private flight with little 
notice. XOJet is known for 
the best value for the ser-
vices they offer and have 
a huge cus-tomer base. 
Vista Jet is known for its 
sleek sophistication.

HIGH END AIRLINE
For luxurious travel known 
for their high end first class 
experiences and unique 
in flight services ranging 
from gourmet meals to 
inflight spa services, our 
selects are British Airways, 
Emirates, Thai Airways, 
Virgin Atlantic, Lufthansa 
Airlines, Singapore Airlines 
and Swiss International Air 
Lines.

Virgin Atlantic’s exclu-
sive Clubhouses are a 
great way to pass the time 
before your flight. They are 
more like luxury hotels than 
airport lounges and some 
offer spas.

British Airways first class 
demi cabins are built for 
comfort and efficiency. 

cruise travel experience 
are Silver Sea, Un-Cruise 
Adventures’ Safari 
Explorer, SeaDream 
Yacht Club’s, Ponant’s Le 
Ponant, Crystal Cruises, 
Seabourn, Uniworld Bou-
tique River Cruises’ S.S. 
Antoinette, and my per-
sonal favorite the Paul 
Gauguin Cruises.

Paul Gauguin Cruises 
offers classic lux-
ury melded with cut-
ting-edge, sustainable 
technology. It is both an 
indulgent and sophisti-
cated experience.

SeaDream Yacht 
Club’s offers a unique 
intimate yachting experi-
ence. Their motto is ‘It’s 
yacht-ing not cruising’ 
and they will whisk you 
away to the Caribbean, 
Greek Islands, Northern 
Europe and many other 
beautiful locations. 

They serve as in flight  
workspaces, lounging area 
and bedroom all in one.

Emirates is known for 
their five star in flight cui-
sine as well as first class 
cabin comforts.

Singapore Airlines may 
offer the best in-flight 
entertainment in their  
SkySuites which are sleekly 
designed and provide a 
home entertainment cen-

ter feel.

CRUISE 
There is nothing quite like 
an exclusive luxury cruise 
that offers dreamy views, 
high end decor, polished 
five star dining cabins and 
state rooms dripping in 
ornate detail and perfec-
tion. The high end service 
staff of all of our picks 
offer world class service 
and comforts for the elite. 
Our top picks for your next 

british air

 
club world 

bora bora 
cruise
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WILDFOX 
These psychedelic ‘Parker’ 

frames have a cool retro vibe 
with a modern shape. For $159, 

these Wildfox shades are a 
good balance of hip, chic and 
affordable. Dress them up with 
a cute sundress or down with 
high waisted shorts and a cap 
sleeved tee. Don’t be afraid to 

try a bold lip color!

 
$159

ALEXANDER MCQUEEN 
If you’re looking for a pair of 

sunglasses to complete your 
classic wardrobe, Alexander 
McQueen’s Havana cat-eye 

sunglasses are just what you 
need. These $365 sunglasses 

are subtly fabulous. The metallic 
touch along the temple gives a 
little modern flare without taking 
away any of the timeless Audrey 

Hepburn-esque appeal. 
 

$365

TORY BURCH
These squared polarized 

sunglasses hold a powerful 
shape with a loud golden color. 
These are the shades for the 
high-profile attention seeker 

who knows how to show a little 
restraint and a lot of style. Pair 
with a black belted jumpsuit 
or romper for a look equally 
sophisticated and youthful.   

 
$200

GENTLE MONSTER
If oversized, sophisticated 

shades are your style, check out 
Gentle Monster’s 54mm Cat Eye 

sunglasses. The $345 glasses are 
detailed and sleek with a classic 
shape. The retro chic style would 
pair well with a little black dress 

and classic shaped, brightly 
colored pumps for a little pop.

 
$345

 

GUCCI 
These floral print, fabric-

embedded frames are much 
more detail oriented than most of 
the popular choices this season. 

These sunglasses are ideal 
for the artists or the eccentric 
among us who aren’t afraid of 
a little color. While the pattern 
might stand out, the classic 

shape is flattering for most faces 
and the gold arms lend an air of 

sophistication. 

 
$375

TOM FORD 
Tom Ford’s ‘Miranda’ sunglasses 

have an intricate, fluid shape 
that sets them apart from the 
crowd. Singularly toned, these 
glasses are great for a sleek 
and sophisticated look. The 

$395 glasses are immaculately 
designed, but don’t scream for 
attention. Rather, they keep to 
a subtle statement that looks 
expensive and fashionable.  

 
$395

OLIVER PEOPLES 
Walk in looking like you own the 
place in Oliver Peoples L.A. Coen 
Sunglasses. These gold sunnies 
with green lenses make a major 

statement and will definitely 
attract some attention. Pair with 
an understated, sleek outfit to 
avoid an overwhelming look.  

 
$325

TOM FORD 
These Tom Ford Milena 

mod style sunglasses are 
a fashionista’s dream. A bit 
oversized with side T details 

bring these shades into 
contemporary fashion. The 

amber tortoise frames have the 
perfect amount of subtle detail 
for a sophisticated statement. 
Add an a-line dress and ballet 

flats to complete a classic 
vintage look.  

 
$360

ANNA-KARIN KARLSSON 
Anna-Karin Karlsson’s 3D Lion 

Glasses are a flashy pair of 
shades that combine modern 

style with the overstated drama 
of the 90s. These are certainly 

not the right choice for the 
mild-mannered or subdued, but 
the extroverted party-starters will 

enjoy the gold 3D lion on this 
loud statement piece. Of course, 
at $1,300, these glasses are as 
much a statement of status as 
they are a statement of style. 

 
$1300

SUNGLASSES 
by kelli kickham
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ALEXANDER MCQUEEN 
Alexander McQueen’s Skull 

Zipper Sandal is a fun, easy 
and edgy shoe perfect for 

dressing up or down.  Made of 
black smooth calf leather with 

silver hardware.  
 

$695

MANOLO BLAHNIK
You can’t go wrong with Manolo 
Blahnik.  Always a classy choice, 
these Ichi Laser-Cut Cork Pumps 

are a neutral color with a 4” 
inch stiletto, pointed toe, and 

grosgrain foot bed.    
 

$895

KATE SPADE
Kate Spade’s ‘Lena Butterfly’ is 

a suede pump that is featured 
in a bold maraschino red with a 
pointed toe with beautiful design.  
Made in Italy, the shoe features 

leather outsole and a lightly 
cushioned insole.

 
$350

 

IVANKA TRUMP
The beautiful, feminine design of 
the Ivanka Trump ‘Paira’ Crystal 

Embellished Leather Sandal 
brings elegance to a beach-

ready look.

 
$125

RENE CAOVILLA 
Rene Caovilla’s Crystal-Lace 

Suede Mule Sandal in Black and 
Gold features beautiful Swarovski 

crystals.  With a 4.3” heel, open 
toe and crystal-lace applique trim, 

this shoe is exquisite.  
 

$1360

GIVENCHY 
The Givenchy Stripe Double-
Buckle sandal is hot this 

season.  With a black and white 
color scheme, it’ll conveniently 

go with almost anything!  It 
features a slip-on design with 
adjustable buckles for comfort 

and ease.  
 

$995

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
Christian Louboutin’s blue suede 

Mayerling sandal features the 
brand’s signature red leather 

sole.  With matte florescent yellow 
kidskin and silver specchio 

leather colorblock, these lace-up 
sandals are perfect for a nautical 

day of fun and sun.  
 

$1095

FENDI BUGS 
Fendi’s Bugs Leather Monster 

Sandal is a youthful, fun slip-on 
shoe with a flat heel, thong 

strap and color block panels 
with an adorable fringe shape 

monster face. 

 
$600

AQUAZARRA
The C’est Chic stiletto sandals 
by Aquazarra are made in Italy 
and feature a white and black 

snakeskin design.  The open toe 
and teardrop cut-outs give your 
feet plenty of opportunity to do 
some flirting.  Pulling the shoe 

together – literally – are the black 
leather laces.  

 
$945

SHOES 
by sandy lo
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HOUSE OF HARLOW 
This House of Harlow Triangle 
Theorem Ring pairs a classic 

gold tone with turquoise stone 
as well as smoky grey pave 
details. Pile it on with some 

additional rings and perhaps a 
stack of bracelets to complete 

the look. 

 
$159

IPPOLITA 
The luxe Ippolita 18k Rock 

Candy Mosaic Cascade Ring 
showcases gorgeous gemstones 
like blue topaz, lemon citrine and 
composite ruby. When donning 
this divine piece, let the ring to 
do all the talking and keep your 

other accessories minimal.  
 

$3295

RENEE LEWIS
If you are looking for the ultimate 

in indulgent accessories, try 
the Renee Lewis 18k gold and 
rock quartz crystal pendant 
on. The pendant is filled with 

mixed diamond “shake” and is 
unmistakingly beautiful, making it 
a statement piece for any outfit.   

 
$19,000

MICHAEL KORS
All-American designer Michael 

Kors, known for his lux creations, 
produced this pretty little tricolor 

crisscross ring with tricolor 
stainless steel. The multi-colors 
of this piece of jewelry allow you 

to wear it with just about anything 
from something dressy to a 

casual look. 

 
$125

 

LULU FROST 
The Petra Cuff Bracelet  
displays onyx, sodalite, 

jade, jasper, amazonite and 
chalcedony mosaic tiles within 

shiny yellow golden brass. Slip it 
on with just about anything you 
have in your closet to take your 

outfit up a notch. 

 
$375

ALEXIS BITTAR 
Shimmery crystals make this 
hand-painted Lucite bracelet 

shine. The Neo Bohemian 
Hinged Bangle comes in multiple 

colors and can be stacked for 
a boho-chic feel. Our favorite is 
the turquoise. Wear it with your 
favorite hippy-chic ensemble.  

 
$130

EDDIE BORGO 
A gorgeous piece of jewelry, 

this Eddie Borgo cuff bracelet 
features 12-karat rose gold 

plated brass, naturally colored 
freshwater cultured pearls and 

plenty of class. Accessorize with 
this iconic piece for your next 

Sunday brunch or girls day out.  
 

$550

ALEX WOO
This Alex Woo Pendant lets 
fashionistas show off their 

favorite number (whether it be 
an anniversary, birthday or even 
a lucky number) with this little 

number necklace. The numbers 
come in silver, gold or diamond. 
Pair this elegant but understated 

piece with a loose tee  
and denim. 

 
$678

LAGOS 
Elephants are said to symbolize 
compassion and wisdom, which 
is why this handcrafted LAGOS 

Rare Wonders Elephant necklace 
is so special and unique. Don the 

elephant pendant with a deep 
V-neck top to allow the beautiful 

piece to steal the show.  
 

$295

JEWELRY 
by kelli kickham
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LOEWE
The most versatile bag on our list is 
the Loewe leather woven tote. The 
small handbag includes an array 
of colors in its patchwork design, 

making it easily wearable with many 
outfits and a great everyday bag. Pair 
it with denim shorts and a white tee 
to stand out, or a bold, jewel toned 

maxi to compliment.  
 

$3390

TORY BURCH
Tory Burch's cross body All-T 

Swingpack is youthful and casual. 
Perfect for everyday wear, the 

aqua blue leather bag features 
the signature Tory Burch logo. 

Pair with your favorite sundress, 
jeans and tee or your swimsuit 

cover-up.

 
$295

KATE SPADE
Kate Spade's Hawthorne Lane 
tote is ultra-feminine in bright 
coral and nude stripes. The 

bag, made from fine leather and 
affordable at its $158 price point, 
is accented with the signature 

Kate Spade spade in gold 
metallic.   

 
$158

REBECCA MINKOFF 
Rebecca Minkoff's Finn is a 

sophisticated fellow, perfect to 
take out for a night on the town. 
The small gunmetal cross-body 
bag is adorned with fringe and 
features a subtle sparkle. Pair it 
with a fierce little black dress for 

the biggest impact. 

 
$195

MARNI
Marni's Lemmon collage bag 
reminds us of lazy days spent 
in Hawaii. The floral leather tote 
is tall, allowing storage for items 
such as laptops, tablets or files. 

Bright and bold, the Lemmon is a 
statement piece. 

 
$400

 

KATE SPADE
Kate Spade's Splash Out tote 
lends an air of whimsy with its 

Parisian inspired black and white 
stripes and red sunglass accent. 
This bag makes for the perfect 
summer vacation tote and its 
generous size can carry many 

everyday essentials. 

 
$195

REBECCA MINKOFF
Stylish and sophisticated, 

Rebecca Minkoff's Juliana is the 
backpack for the grown up set. 

The bag comes in supple cream 
leather and features zippered side 

pockets and a front clasp, all in 
gold metallic for added glamour.   

 
$398

MANOLO BLAHNIK
Bottega Veneta's boho bag is 

the perfect oversized handbag 
for summer.  The supple leather 
is soft yet resilient, allowing for 

trips to the beach. The light nude 
shade lends versatility when 

pairing with your bikini or summer 
ensembles.   

 
$2850

MARNI 
Looking for a bag that is bold but 
sticks to one shade? The Marni 
Biker Clutch presents attitude in 
its many rows of leather fringe 
and comes in one of summer 

2015's hottest shades, bright blue.   
 

$1250

HANDBAGS 
by mandi pimental
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lingerie || lyn lingerie 
silk kimono || avant première 
Stockings || stylist’s own 
jewellery || hennes & mauritz 
pumps || aldo
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IT DON'T 
MEAN A 
THI NG

photographer || marie-louise cadosch 
stylist || claudia bonorand @ style agent 

makeup & hair || l il ith amrad @ style agent using und gretel / kevin murphy 
photographer assist. ||  john flury 

makeup & hair assist. || vanessa cisullo 
models || zosia prominska @ scout model agency, dj crazy original 

special thanks || trammuseum zurich & minh cakes
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lingerie || hennes & mauritz 
necklace || hennes & mauritz

1
5
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body || v intage 
stockings || stylist’s own 

jewellery || hennes & mauritz 
pumps || minelli

1
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body || v intage 
earrings || hennes & mauritz 
cake || minh cakes
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SHEATH  
AND SKIN

photographer || miguel gauthier  
model || anouk van kleef @ la models  
styled || jesse j & kim sheree  
makeup || aaron paul using nars cosmetics 
hair || veronica nunez  
producer || james arnett  
photographer’s assist. || jerry pena
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photographer || miguel gauthier  
model || anouk van kleef @ la models  
styled || jesse j & kim sheree  
makeup || aaron paul using nars cosmetics 
hair || veronica nunez  
producer || james arnett  
photographer’s assist. || jerry pena

textured wool coat || stylist's own 
choker || haati chai 

gold chain necklace || charles albert 
bracelet || g.
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military coat || stylist's own 
bra || l'agent by agent provocateur 

lace ankle boot || ale jandra g 
choker || laruicci 

gold cuffs || charles albert 
ring (r ing finger ) || charles albert 

ring (index finger ) || g. 
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fur coat || fontani 
bra || l'agent by agent provocateur 

necklace || mhart 
bracelet || haati chai  

r ing || haati chai  
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fur cape || beatrice b 
sheer cape || michelle hebert 
bra || l'agent by agent provocateur 
bracelet || haus of topper 
earrings || g.

1
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trench coat || h&m 
bra || l'agent by agent provocateur 

triangle drop earrings || charles albert 
neck collar || charles albert 

arm cuffs || charles albert

1
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ARIES
MARCH 21 - APRIL 19

It’s time to slow down a bit, Aries. This summer 
marks the tail end of the Mercury retrograde 
period, so take a walk, strike up conversations 
with neighbors and have the confidence to 
do something new for a change, whether it’s 
speak your mind or learn a new skill. Tap into 
your creativity. If you encounter challenges 
in your relationships or family, channel 
that energy in a productive, positive way. 
Don’t get involved in the drama and be the 
compassionate peacemaker instead. This will 
help dissolve the anger and others will relate 
to each other. This summer, focus on brightly 
hued fashion details—cufflinks, belt buckles, 
neckties, hair accessories. 

TAURUS
APRIL 20 - MAY 20

While you are usually good at feeling 
balanced, Taurus, this summer prepare for 
some overwhelming emotions. You may feel 
the need for recognition or appreciation, even 
angry at a lack thereof. This is good for you as 
long as you process it in a healthy way; after all, 
it’s just your heart speaking up. If you’re feeling 
a tight budget this season, channel your 
energy into setting some goals. Do you feel like 
you’re getting paid enough at your job? Maybe 
all you need to do give yourself a personal 
“review” and then discuss it with your boss 
to show your efforts. This summer, embrace 
your inner drama and show it through fashion 
with attention-getting ensembles. Whether 
it’s some classic vintage elegance or a new 
hair color, changing your entire look will be a 
breath of fresh air for your psyche. 

GEMINI
MAY 21 - JUNE 21

Known for being indecisive, this season is all 
about sticking with a decision once you make 
it, Gemini. Stop going back and forth and have 
confidence in your decisions. Otherwise it will 
be difficult to achieve that inner peace that 
you so desire, or that “mental calm.” Take a 
step back and look at the big picture, so that 
you don’t overthink each and every choice. 
It’s not about silencing your thoughts—it’s 
mindfulness.  And while you’re at the mental 
spring-cleaning (a bit late for the season, but 
then again, you are a Gemini!), clean out your 
closet as well. If you haven’t worn something 
in the past year, purge it! The items left in your 
fashion arsenal should be those that you are 
excited to wear, are comfortable in and love. 
Reconnect to those clothes and the memories 
you’ve made in them, which will allow yourself 
to feel happiness every time you get dressed.

CAPRICORN
DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 19

Capricorns have an interesting way of 
embracing truth and honesty, while also 
keeping much to themselves. But if you 
think you’re keeping yourself composed by 
withholding the truth, it doesn’t negate the 
fact that it will be pushed to the back of your 
mind and will eventually come out some day. 
This can make your internal politics a little 
“conflicted.” Take a look at what you might have 
hidden within yourself, because it could be 
affecting your outlook and relationships much 
more than you realize. How many dark secrets 
do you truly have? Are you being honest with 
yourself? This summer, bring a little edginess 
to your look with some small patterns, light 
colors and symmetry—mwatch your shoes to 
your belt, or your necklaces to your rings. 

AQUARIUS
JANUARY 20 - FEBUARY 18

Aquarius, while you may be easy-going, you 
often battle out every personal decision in your 
own mind. This can be exhausting. It’s time to 
explore and express what isn’t logical and that 
can be difficult for you. Embrace your creative 
nature and all the love currently in your life. 
Communicate the way you feel and don’t be 
shy about expressing your passions. Once 
you show this to those around you, that energy 
will be returned tenfold. For this summer, 
build your fashion ensembles based on how 
you feel. It can be as bold, classic or simple 
as you like, but it’s key to be authentic. Don’t 
focus on any summer trends—focus on what 
best represents you and your reality, which is 
undoubtedly artsy and bold. 

PISCES
FEBUARY 19 - MARCH 20

Pisces are known for being one of the 
spunkiest signs; one that helps revive our faith 
in humanity. You are able to relate to just about 
everyone, which makes you feel comfortable 
in whatever skin that might be; ie, you can 
chat about rock music at a local dive bar, or 
discuss politics on a yacht. This is why there 
are so many famous Pisceans. However, in 
order to be this way, you actually sacrifice a lot 
in the process. If you are constantly pleasing 
other people, where do you channel your 
individuality? This summer you will come to 
a crossroads that will cause you to discover 
your own personality if you wish. Opt for a style 
that is a bit more conservative and tasteful in 
order to focus on the bigger issues in your life.  

by lauren wise
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L IBRA
SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 22

This summer it’s time to take your never-
ending pattern of “what’s the meaning of life” 
even deeper for a change. Usually you just 
let these questions bounce around in your 
mind—but what if you decided to reach out 
to mentors with similar ideals and mentalities, 
and truly explore what these revelations 
mean? It might sound overwhelming, but you 
can start small. Write down your questions and 
passions and identify professionals (or even 
dreamers) who are about 20 years ahead 
of you, professionally. These are the people 
you want to reach out to. This summer, dress 
in colors and patterns and add a little extra 
glam to your makeup or accessories. This will 
help balance out the serious nature of what  
you’re seeking. 

SCORPIO
OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21

Scorpio often thrives in summer, but since this 
is year marks the Gemini season, you may 
find yourself focusing on some inner soul-
searching. Whether you’re re-evaluating where 
your budget and resources are going, sorting 
through some internal issues that you might 
have put on the backburner, or facing your 
own fears—this is the time to seize the day! 
It’s necessary to focus on change to help you 
face the next challenge in life. Also, if you’ve 
ever struggled with intimacy or boundaries, 
it’s a good time to focus on your personal 
relationships, or even your feelings about 
those around you that might run deeper than 
you realize. This summer, focus on some 
darker colors and dress as smart as you 
are. Maybe even throw in some fashionable 
glasses to the mix, or invest in some classy 
pearl or diamond earrings.  

SAGITTARIUS
NOVEMBER 22 - DECEMBER 21

You’ve had a lot of challenges in the past few 
seasons, Sagittarius, but now it’s become 
clear to you that everything w ill be okay. 
Embrace your new level of maturity from living 
up to all those expectations and working 
harder than you may have liked. It’s made you 
realize that you can face challenges and not 
run away. Communication is better than ever 
in your romantic and professional life and you 
can also use your new perspective of life to 
help your own family members. This summer 
embrace the classic beauty of the ‘50s 
Hollywood stars. It’s about being tasteful and 
elegant, while still indulging in some glamour.

CANCER
 JUNE 22 - JULY 22

This summer Cancer is on a threshold with 
the summer solstice, straddling a major life 
change between what’s in the past and what’s 
to come. Prepare for this by contemplating 
lessons and wisdom in moments of solitude. 
It’s important to realize there is still much for 
you to learn before the next phase of your life, 
so maybe take up a hobby like journaling so 
you can keep a close eye on your stream of 
consciousness. Try a fitness regime too, but 
instead of following specific diets, eat what 
works best for your body and try an exercise 
that is more fun and enjoyable, like hiking or 
swimming. For this summer, dress in breezy 
ethereal fabrics to help you channel that water 
stream of thoughts and dreams for the future. 
Maybe even try a new hairstyle that focuses on 
beachy waves or vintage curls. 

LEO
JULY 23 - AUGUST 22

You’ve spent the last season focusing 
energy on building your own path; building 
a foundation for your future career. It wasn’t 
that you were being selfish, but now is the 
time to focus energy on strengthening your 
community through service. How do your 
professional skills benefit the community? 
When was the last time you volunteered? It 
could be as small as helping a friend through a 
recent breakup, or babysitting your neighbors 
children so they can run some errands. Many 
people will be magnetized to you this season 
for your energy and success. This summer 
focus on a fashion that is simple yet classic 
—lots of white, from sundresses to suit jackets 
to wrap-up sandals, with gold jewelry accents. 

VIRGO
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22

Virgos often grow defensive towards authority 
because they fear that their own self-criticism 
will be reflected back. You are often hard on 
yourself—way more than you should be—but 
now is the time to challenge your own inner 
voice of authority. Stand up to it, because 
you should be speaking to yourself with love, 
kindness and support. While constructive 
criticism is necessary in life, so is self-love 
and appreciation and this is also important 
to achieve so you can have a successful 
romantic relationship with your significant 
other. Don’t make important career decisions 
until the end of the season, because you want 
to make sure that all details are covered and 
this won’t be until later on. This summer, it is 
all about angles, structures and sharp edges. 
Gravitate towards neutral colors and minimal 
accessories. 
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DON’T APPLY PRESSURE
You’ve both decided it ’s worth seeing 
where your fling will go past summer. 
That doesn’t mean you go full throttle 
into a committed, squeeze yourself into 
every nook and cranny of each other’s 
lives, kind of relationship.  Take it slow. 
Take it easy, like you were doing over 
the summer. Keep casual plans for a 
while; don’t try to spend too much time 
together during the work/school week. 
Juggling a new person into your regular 
routine too much, too soon will surely 
fizzle out your romance fast.  Instead, 
limit plans to the weekend for a bit 
while you adjust to the new relationship. 
That doesn’t mean you can’t keep up 
communication Monday through Friday 
via late night calls, quick texts during the 
day, and a sext message here or there 
to keep things hot, but not too heavy. 

KEEP IT LIGHT AND EXCITING
Just because summer is coming to an 
end doesn’t mean all of the fun has to. 
What brought you two together in the 
first place was the easygoing feel of 
summertime. Time seems to slow down 
just a bit with those long days of lounging 
around the pool or during that beautiful 
cruise you may have met on.  With the 
fall and winter lurking around the corner, 
the pressure of work comes back into 
play, as well as making time for other 
friends and family events. It ’s important 
to do things together that bring back 
an element of your summer. Maybe you 
played beach volleyball together; you 
might want to try and find an indoor 
sporting activity at a local gym you’d 
both be interested in. Or maybe you had 
a favorite restaurant or bar during your 
summer vacation. If you live nearby, visit it 
once in a while and sit at the same table. 
If you don’t live anywhere near where you 
spent your summer together, who says 
you can’t plan a weekend getaway there 
or somewhere else anytime of the year?

DON’T EXPECT THINGS TO STAY THE SAME
If you have unrealistic expectations that 
your relationship will stay new, exciting, 
and full of that summertime energy, 
then you might as well end things come 
September.  Any relationship, no matter 
what time of the year they begin, will 
go through its fair share of difficulties, 
dull moments, and get caught up with 
life’s other factors. Maintain patience, 
communication, and affection in order 
to nurture and grow your relationship. If 
you’re not getting that in return, no matter 
how good the sex and first few months 
have been, it ’s best to say goodbye and 
move your energy elsewhere.

your summer romp into a long-lasting 
relationship? Nothing is impossible, 
right? Here’s a few tips to help convert 
your fling into the real thing!

MAKE SURE HE OR SHE IS THE ONE
We’re not saying you have to think 
wedding bells after just several weeks, 
but make sure you truly like the person 
you’re with. After all, the holidays quickly 
approach after summer. Do you really 
want to bring someone around your 
family who just looked good in their 
bathing suit and have nothing else to 
offer? Beautiful beach bodies are nice 
and all, but if your summer romance was 
all about sex and no substance, then 
bury it in the sand, and reminisce about 
the fun in the sun. 

ou may even make those 
dreams into a reality this 

summer. Maybe you started the 
season out flirting with that hot guy, 
or girl, and before you knew it, you 
were spending days, and nights, 
tangled up in each other for the 
next couple of months.

But what happens when summer 
is over? The colder weather not 
only has an effect on the flowers 
and the leaves, but it seems to 
make romances fizzle out quickly 
as well. Vacations are over, school 
and work kick your focus into a 
different direction. Life takes back 
over and leaves those fluttery, 
warm feelings back at the beach.

What if it didn’t have to end 
though? What if you could turn 

Summer is a time for having fun and being carefree. With gorgeous 
beach days, skimpy clothing, and those long hot days, it’s no wonder 
sexy romances bloom during this time of year. We all dream of summer 
flings like the ones so many movies and romance novels are based on.

E X T E N D  T H E  L I F E 
OF YOUR SUMMER ROMANCE

by rachel zeskind
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